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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND :BACKGROUND 
Purpose of the Study: 
It is the purpose of this study to determine what the 
health and sanitary conditions are in the recreation areas 
of a typical city slum area. Also to determine what they 
have to offer in activities to contribute to the health and 
welfare of the people in the community. 
Source: 
Since it has been known that slums have a pernicious 
influence on an entire community and lower moral standards, 
it is without doubt that attention be given to such situa-
tions. In our complex civilization it is entirely impossible 
for an individual to maintain optimum health without the aid 
of community participation. Today our very e~istence is 
dependent on other people. The community must accept the 
responsibility of doing for its citizens the things the 
citizen cannot do for himself. Laws and regulations protect 
· him from thoughtlessness or indifference of his neighbor. 
Establishment of community facilities protect his health and 
well being. Health is now considered to be a group respon-
sibility as well as a concern of the individual. His health 
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is the key to fullest development of individual potentialities. / 
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Justificc:.tion: 
Ever-y oy cl.l1d girl should e l:Jrovided not only with 
the necess ities f life and educa.t.:. , n, but i.·ith a re ~.l 
creative guida.nce ~- rogrE:.rr . The ideal solution of !.1e slur:1 
probl em would, of course , be a co:nT lete clearance of t e 
slu s . T-i3 eing impossible from a pr&ctical JOint of 
vie v, something must be d one to alleviate conditions as t h ey 
are folmd. In order t o insu!·e safety to our - e opl e , e 
must rer!.ove defect s of sc:mi t a tion , obstc.:cles to hygienic 
ivin , and. he.zards to sc:tfety. It should not be difficult 
to convince the social service agencies of this need . The 
mere recognition of the f c:c t thc;t peo1; le in this area are 
living under deplorable conditions should motivate the s e 
agencies to for . .~.~Jlate such c- rrogrcrn e.s is here recommend ed. 
1/ 
- "The health of all peo1:-les i s f undamental t o the 
at tain~ent of Peace and Security c:md is · e _; endent 
upon the F llest co-oper&tion of Individ ·als a _ d 
States . " 
Procedure: 
Since t here is no written material to s eak of on the 
North End of Boston and its recre&tion centers it ill be 
1/11\'lorld Health Orgenization 11 , :Bulletin of Sept e n:. er 15, 194 8 
3 50 Fifth Avenue, Nei.v York City. 
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necessary to make a survey of the agencies within the said 
communi ty through persona.l interviews and visits of a ll h e 
areas prov i ding the d:i str ict wi t h any recreation ~.t E-.11. 
:By means of these vi s:iits it is expected tha t the \oJri ter will 
obt .in the exact i nfo rmation from the di rectors or managers 
or whoever is in charge of the centers . This is necessary 
in order to determine t he over a ll p i ct ure of the community 
in recree.tion; and if it is being conducted i n the b est 
conditions in so f a r as health and sanitation are concerned. 
Last , but not le&st , it i s t~e pleasure of the writer t o 
deter1nine how the comrnuni ty measures up to the so cia l needs 
(health and welf C:Te ), as given by t h e Greater Boston C O!ll.mu-
n i ty Survey. 
Conclus i on : 
f>' ; . 3 
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It is the hope of the writer that this study will 
shoH the relationship of the area allo tted to each individual 
as per capita norme,l ly and the percent age of such area given 
over to recreation. Is the territory occupied by the areEs 
providing recreation meeting t he requi r ements of the s·ace 
allotted to each individual by law? Is the recre tion ar ea 
me eting t he needs of the number of people in t he comrrrunity? 
Accepting the f ac t that the l'ifot t h End is a typica l slum area 
because it lacks t ' _ose t hings that ar e necess&.ry in life, 
this study tends to ri _g out the highlights which need 
special attention . Th_rough t h e co-operati on of a ll t he 
~- ll . 
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agencies concerned wi t h recreation in this area, so me 
concl·sion may be re ched as t o how they can better serve the 
comrrrunity to raise their standards of living. If health is 
one of the f und£•.ment c. l rights of every hum.:m being, re.o-ar d les 
of race, religion, roli tical beli ef, economic or socia.l on-
d i tion , then the health of a.ll peo J;.. les is f undamental t o t h e 
attainment of peace and s ecurity. It is a lso dependent 
upon the fullest co-opera tion of i ndiv iduals and states. 
This is \>!here ectch comrnuni ty can contribute its part towr rd 
a healthy \.rorld,. 
No previous studies of t h is kind cc..n be found anywher e 
on the history of t he recreat i on and its surrounciings i n the 
Nor th End District of Boston. Consequently, all the materic..l 
contained herein is or i ginal . It has been obt c: ined t~~rovgh 
personal intervievls and visits ·vhich Ifl.ade avai lable t h e 
information contained h ere. It is Jhat the people i n charge 
of t h ese centers have told me and sho\m me t~at a r e being 
related in t h is study. 
Introduction and Bacl~round: 
Since the city of Boston, r•1asGachusetta , is made u:p of 
so many towns cover ing a total area of 3, 237 acres, it \<IO 1ld 
be almost i mpossible to make a complete study of its he&.lth 
2-.nd sani taticn and recreation f E- cili tias in s, lLd. te 1 tirn.e 
c;;.n, . s till do just ice tc i t. Therefore, in this study will b e 
considered only one sect i on of Boston typical of the s l ums , 
other\;! is e lmovm as historic :Boston ; m;1mely the North End. 
This area i nclud ing it s 01'tlyi.ng ovndE:ries covers ::_- r xi-
mate_y 640 acres or one squcre mi l e; jus t about one fifth of 
t~_e vihole city. 
The North End of Boston i s the most congested part of · 
the ity. Within its boundE.ries ar e housed over 20,000 
eo~_e. I n 1925 t he p eak opulat ion as 38,000. Records 
shovJ it to be t h e mos t densely pop 1lat ed di trict in the 
1vorld . The 20,000 p eo:r:le live in less than s i xty cre s of 
less th none tenth of the tJtal _orth End District . From 
these figur es it fO ld be f ai r to assume tha.t ther e are 330 
p eople liv ing in one acre of l and. If these conditions 
prevailed thro1 ghout the city of Boston with its 3,23? acres, 
then the totB.l population of the city would be over 
1,000,000; but s t a tistics show t he.t Boston ' s population is 
only ???,816. For ea ch acre in the North End there ar e 
about 10~ more people t }lan in the aver age acre throughout· 
the rest of the city. Is it any wonder that the North End 
of Boston is considered the most conges t ed slu..rn area in the 
wo r ld? 
Of t h e 640 a c :res previously mentioned, only 210 re 
considered as the North End Proper. Of these 210 a cres 165 
are commercial, 45 are p rtially r es idential and lOt acres 
are all residential . I magine about 20,000 people living in 
55! acres of land ! In one small area there are 440 f amilies 
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or 1760 people to the acre. 
Ther e s.re car lines, 'buslines, a cernetery (Copps • Hill 
Burying Ground), seven churches (four Catholic and three 
Protestant), two engine houses (Harbor Master • s Depart:rEent 
and Engine no. 8), two hos:pite.ls (one Medical Mission Dispen~ 
sa.ry and one Health Unit), one libr6,ry branch, two police 
stations, about fifty four industrial plants, social service 
agencies, seven schools (three public and four Catholic), 
parks and playgrounds, and many historic landmarks such as 
the Old North Church, Paul Revere's House, ~oston st~ne, Circl 1 
Square, Ebenezer Hancock's Office in Creek Square, Constitutio ' 
Wharf, and Mather-Eliot House. 
The North End is Old Boston. With few exceptions the 
houses are subste.ntially brick, three and four stories high 
and with stores on the first floor or in the basement. 
Besides the schools ther.e are many plE;"ces of recre8tion 
in the community. Among them are fifteen buildings that in-
clude settlement hous es, clubhouses, recreation center·s, and 
a public gymnasium. In so far e>s gym facilities are concerned 
they will be found in prc:·.ctically all of the aforementioned 
schools, and are rr,ade available on request by those desiring 
to use them. There is only one la:rge gymnasium in the vicini t 
which is housed in the municipal building that also has many 
public showers which are used by the residents of the North 
End e.s there are little or no fE>cilities for bathing at home. 
6 
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This gymna.si v:rr:. is, however, o:r.~ ened to the women on two d~-Ys 
of the week and four days to the :men, all free of charge. .A.s 
this study is in progress the writer finds that after the in-
terview with the director of the department handling this 
building the renovation of it provides showers and bathing 
op:portuni ties to men and women every day in the week each 
using a separate enti'cmce and a separE'te part of the building. 
The playgrounds are n:any but small. There a.r e ten };:·lay-
grounds which include play lots for little tots, etc •• The 
ple.ygrounds are o:t;en all year 'round but not supervised all 
the year 'round. They are open for activity and with super-
vision for five months of t h e year, from the rr~ddle of April 
to the middle of September. The recreation houses are o~en 
all the year 'round. Thus there is opportunity for yee_r -~ :· 
'round recrea.tinn for the residents of the North End of :Boston. 
Not many cities can boast of this opportunity. The recreation 
offered is varied according to the needs of the individual. 
No person living in this vicinity need want for a place to go 
to whenever he or she wishes. 
All areas are well supervised when OJ)en for activity. 
As for recreation there is no lack of it; but there is a very 
great need for housing improvements. This seer..s very difficult 
as a federal housing project is out of t h e question due to the 
price of lc:.nd being so high in these parts. 
In spite of the fact that the people here live so closely 
the hee_lth of its residents is considered better than average. 
7 
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There is one he&.lth unit (a Rober-t 'White Fund 'Building), e:.nd 
one medice:.l di spens~ry besi c..es numerous doctors vvho have their 
offices in the neighborhood. Their health is well tc.ken cEre 
of. 
The social houses are the most effective groups in the 
North .End, working for the improvement of living conditions. 
There are many labor organizations in the district, but they 
~-re not foo interested in the residents of the :~rotth End. The 
leaders of these social organizations hold monthly luncheon 
meetings during the winter season. Such projects as the 
•• clean-up-cBJrJlA~ .. ign" which ht;..s ree,lJ.y accomplished a lot in the 
atte~pt to eliminate the rat population have been sponsored by 
these agencies. Thiss has be en done vJi thin the last year or two 
only. They have al so conducted a cam:raign on chest X-rays 
which brought good results. !f only they would continue the 
good work and not stop as soon as something good has been done. 
There is much to do, but people seem to get tired and stop 
just when the need is greatest. 
With the primary purpose of providing for the recreation 
and health of those living in the vicinity , the Trustee~ of the 
George Robert White Fund have created what is the most unique 
and interesting civic center in t ile country by erecting what 
is k:no-..,.'!1 a s the Mall of memor-ial tablets to those Of t he North 
End who have contributed to the fame of ]3oston. The Paul 
Revere Mall, first known as the Prado, was erected to open up 
8 
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to the sun and s.ir a most congest e<i ci ist1·ict and at the ss.lL.e 
time cres,ted a n;ost renark&.ble h i storic vista> ·between those 
two tre&sures of Old Boston, Christ Church and Saint Step{len's 
Church. This open space was once the ,:gashurfL of :·chri s topher 
st~nley who came to Boston among the first and who \vas the 
first t o bequeath money to t h e schools of Boston. 
The North End is important for two reasons: it is the 
breadbasket of Bos ton c:md Northern New England; and for its 
historical importance. North Station, South Station, and the 
Haymarket Bus Terminal are all in this neighborhood. The main 
arteries of traffic are Cross, Hanover and Commercial streets 
and Atlantic Avenue. Cross Street is particularly so since 
the opening of the Sumner Tunnel. The bus terminal at Hay-
market Square is the starting point for all North Shore traffi 
and is a very busy place. 
Because of its age and proximity to the business distric 
the North End represents the most intense concentration of 
occupancy to be found in Boston. The population consists 
preponderantly of new Americans many of whom do not speak our 
language. Over 90% of them live in rented apartments. They 
are really tenements, and have been described as being as 
crowded as African hovels. It has been known that the health 
conditions are pretty bad---fifty peo:t:le using one toilet; 
and eight people living in three rooms. 
As stated in previous papers the North End of Boston 
contains the most congested slum in the world, with the 
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possible exception of two districts in Cairo and Tunis in 
North Africa; and far more crowded than the worst section of 
New York or London. This was revealed by Mr. A. R. Cass, 
National Public Works Administration Director, in his 
denouncing Boston housing conditions in his address of 1938 
in washington. Arguments have it that Cairo and Tunis are 
worse. Even if they are, the North End slum is on the ma.:p 
as one of the worst of the world. 
No doubt the North End is a very congested area. Its 
gardens and back yards behind old houses have been built up 
solidly into tenements, some of which did n ot face the st:r·eet 
and in which the sun never shone. 
Delinquency grows among the young when thrown upon the 
streets due to crowded homes. In spite of this the folks 
are thrifty, self-respecting and their kitchens are 
im.rr.aculate. 
The first generation was made up of people who ca.me to 
America some years ago, mostly from the rural districts of 
Italy. They still cling to their old custorr~ and usually 
can speak only Italian---dialect. Their church and home are 
their sole interests, and they seldom leave the district for 
any reason. The second generation in most cases were born 
in Italy and brought t o this country when very young and re-
ceived some education in t h e schools here. Only a fev.· went 
to high school but becan:e absorbed in industries such as 
1 
candy making, sewing, and other piece work trades, or married 
early in life. \vi th restricted imn:igration a noticeable 
change can be seen in the district. This was the depression 
which made the possibility of securing a job alrr~st impossible 
and has kept the third generation in school for a much longer 
period. A great many now go to high school and college and 
prepare therr~elves for different professions. 
A very large percentage of t be people here have been 
on the relief rolls. The rest are for the most part shop 
keepers, laborers, factory workers, etc •• Berore the depres-
sion the postal s a:vings department of the local office was 
the second largest in deposits in the country, with more than 
a million dollars deposited in a single year. 
The original English settlers were supplanted by the 
Irish during the Revolutionary period. By the last of the 
nineteenth century the population was largely Jewish who no 
longer live ther e ~ut in ma~ cases still carry on their 
business there. 
At about 1900 and particularly after World War I hordes 
of Italians poured into the district which is now 9~ Italian. 
The other 2% represents French, Spanish, Portuguese, Polish, 
Irish and American families. Since World War II families of 
various nationalities are drifting into the North End and the 
district is becoming more cosmopolitan. A few imigrants have 
arrived from Italy recently. 
The daily life of a large portion of the residents is 
:ti 
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spent in the open, in hard but invigorating work; outside the 
district, which tends to fortify them against the deleterious 
influences of t he tenenimt a.nd serves to maintain the aver£ge 
of health; but with large numbers that are confined to the 
district, and the increase in t he number that work in nearby 
factories, this advantage is largely to be le ss marked in t he 
future. 
The North End has be en sonsidered a slum district as far 
back as 1898. It is still considered the worst in the world. 
It may interest you to know that at one time (1919) 
the death rate of the North End was sixteen per one thousand, 
not as high as the average for the city. The birth rate was 
:phenominal---fifty per one thousand while the city rate wc;;.a 
twenty five. The populati on of the Morth End has decreased 
thirty eight per cent since 1920, as taken from the Housing 
News Letter, May, 1942. 
While the outdoor recreation Ofportunities are not up 
to the standard of those in other parts of the city, indoor 
activities, with which the North End is satiated, are almost 
. too numerous and far-rea.ching to mention. There are no 
theatres, but moving pictures are shown twice a week at church 
halls or club houses, schools, etc.. There is a small beach 
to accomodate those that stay at home in the sumrr~r. This 
beach has since been clos ed, as of this date, May,l950. A 
swimming pool is to go up in the very near future so they say. 
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CHAPTER II 
HEALTH THROUGH RECR&::ATION 
.'• 13 
One lif the more obvious char <: cteristics of the mode:rn 
age is the rapidity with which the soci a l fo:r~s and habits 
change. Recreation, being one of the social habits, has been 
subject to an especially rapid development. Consequently, 
any survey of recreation op~o±tunities which must be compiled 
over a period of time, cannot claim absolute accuracy and 
with passs.ge of time, reflects les s and less accurately the 
actual recreational situation. 
In 1930, recreation leaders and recreation minded indi-
viduals welcomed the ~ublicati on of opportunities, by the 
Prospect Union .Association, entitled ttRecrea.tion in and about 
Boston". For the first time, in :Boston, the complete picture 
of the city's facilities for leisure time activities was 
presented in this book in a comprehensive and useful manner. 
By 1937, however, the facts presented in this book had become 
largely obaolete, and the need for a sulJplements.ry survey, to 
bring the list of opportuni ties up to date, was widely felt. 
Certainly, by today, 1950, there is still greater ne ed for 
more; so it goes on and on • .At :present the latest edition 
available is not right up to date, but the Park Department is 
willing to give all the information they have on hand in 
preparing another survey. 
The National Youth .Administrati on for Massachusetts has I 
accepted the responsibility of undertaking the modernization 
of this work. It is glad to make this supplementary hand-
book available to the public without charge, in the hopes 
that it will serve as a stimulus to greater community recre-
ation consciousness and to more thorough recreation progr@m 
planning. 
VJHAT IS HE.P..LTH? 
As recently as the latter half o.f the last century 
health was comnonly considered to be merely the absence of 
disease. A person was looked upon as healthy if he could be 
up and about, but was said to be ill if prevented from parti-
cipating in every day affairs. Today health is considered a 
matter of degree rather than an absolute st ~te or condition. 
One' s state of health is known to 'Vary in accordance with 
physical inheritance, immunity or susce~tibility to disease. 
home circumstances, conditions of work or play, diet and a 
variety of other influences. This is very true as may be 
s een in the following statement: 
1~ealth is defined as a state . of complete physical, 
mental, and social well-being; not mer~ly the 
absence of disease or infirmity. This is the new 
:l.iA New Look At Child Health", by Dr. :Brock Chisolm, executive 
secretary, Interim Commission of World Health Organization. 
II 
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look. This is the r ecognition o! sixty four na-
tiona that the necess2ry equip~ent of the indivi-
dual has changed, that never again can we regard 
people who me r ely have healthy minds in sound 
bodies or who enjoy only physical health as being 
healthy. Never ag&in can such people be consi-
dered truly healthy. 
The requirements for health now go beyond the old 
definition. It is recogni zed that a necessary 
part of the equipment of every human being is 
social health, the ability to live harmoniously 
with other people o! other kinds, with other tra-
ditions, with other religions, and with other sy-
stems, throughout the world. 
Healthy development of t he child is of basic im-
portance. The ability to live in ha.rmony in a 
changing world of total environment is es sential 
to such development". 
The above sta.ten:ent was signed by sixty four nations. 
Surely, sixty four nations can't be wrong! 
.As related in "The Nation's He clth11 , in order to promote 
the highest level of national health it is neces sa.ry that the I 
physical, mental and socia l welfare of all individuals of all l 
co~~nities be attended .to first. The world will be what the 
children of the next genera.tion \vill :make it. 
Recrea,.ti on plays a large pa.rt in the health :program. 
Organized recreation has grown up le,rgely during the ;present 
century and continues to grow as. a result of early recogni-
tion of the child's ne ed for :play. Today both :public and 
priva.te organizations in the coli!lnUni ty offer recreational 
opportunities designed to give those individual satisfactions 
which enrich life, promote health, increase working effici-
ency and develor personality. Many corrlnuni ties have been 
av;akened to the desirability of providir1g a year-round 
leisure-time program adjusted to the cultural, physical and 
social needs of the :peorle. 
Recreation encourages wise use of leisure time. It is 
characterized by activities of a voluntary yet purposeful 
nature and because cbf this is classified azwng the educa.tio-
nal or life-enrichment activities. Recreation opJ;Jortunities 
are provided through public and private organizations, 
prominent among which are municipal recrec.tion authorities, 
park (iepa.rtments, boe.rds of education, set tle:rr.ents, clubs, 
churches, and industrial orga.nizati ons. 
Since living, not business, is the end of life, our 
cities should be planned for living as well as for business 
and industry. ~unlight, air open spaces, parks, playgrounds, 
in abbundant measure are essentials to any one living that 
is to give perrr:anent satisfa.ction. 
Organized recreation now reaches only a portion of its 
potential clientele largely because necessary financial 
1 
support for leadership and f~.cili ties is not to be had from 
the communities. In most cOilllnunities the :res.1-onsibility for 
adndnistering public recreation has been vested either in the 
pa.rk authorities or school authorities or in e. serAarate 
recreation authority created for the purpose. 
It has been said that a comnn:mi ty is only as strong as 
the health and morEl fiber of its peo:Ple. The basic p:rc'tlems 
of the people are t hose of economic need, of health, of re-
cree.ticn, of behavior, e.nd e.djust :ruent to every-day living. 
If we can help to preserve good health, prevent crime, build 
character in our youth, promote good ft=Jci.ly life, then we 
are contributing to t h e n:ora.l and ph~sical well· being of our 
community. 
Shall recreation enrich or impove:ri sh life? The pur-
pose of this study is to deterrrJ.ne the health and sani t~.tion 
conditions of the recree<tion areas in a typical slum ares. 
where the need is found to. be the greatest. The one in this 
study is the NORTH EHD OF BOSTON. 
Is the leisure time of the citizens being put to worthy 
use when they attend the places that afford recreation? Are 
these ]places fit in so fa.r as hes.lth e.nd sani tsry environ-
reent is concerned? Do they afford t h e best health situation? 
statistics show that the American school child has 
approxirnately ten hours a dc:y of free time {40%) Which rrakes 
it c< problerr. worthy of thoughtful a.ttention. Depending ur:·on 
the us e rtade of it, leisure cc:.n break down he~. lth or build 
it. It cc-.n do many things. Why do pe cp le ·beha'Ve or mis-
behave e.s t hey do? 
The clinics and hospitals, courts and jails, reforma~ 
tories c:nd prisons of .America. deal, yea.r in and yea:r· ov.t, 
with thous&nds of human maladies that go back directly or 
indirectly to the vTrong use of the free time which was at 
their dis:r:osc.l to do as they sa;,v fit. 
Since youth has so rcv.ch leisure on its hands and its 
wrong use brings destruction , it will be t-tell to educate 
them in choosing time. Will he choose that cause which will 
mean hes.lthful satisf8"ction within plus grO\-lth; or another 
cause which will bring corroding r eg:r·et and B.t t h e sE!ri.e time 
at lec.st a n.ea:__:ure of disintegration ; or still another which 
will result in sheer bo1·edom? Thereby ha11gs the te.le l 
Facilities and progra"m for recre&.tion &.nd educ&.tion of 
:people in their leisul'e should be available to all. Recre-
ation is one of the essentials of good indiVidual and social 
living. It :provides t h e sEmi ty and b&.lance to li'Ving in a 
technologic.c:.l ci vi li zati en. 
vlhy do :people need l"ecreational provisions? 'What 1:asic 
satisf actions do they wish to deri'Ve from the use of their 
leisure time? Any plan must have a purpose, and the purpose 
of reereation and youth leisure should be to rneet the innate 
needs of :people. 
The bc;.sic problems of the people are t hose of economic 
need, of hea.lth, of recrec: tion, of behavior and ad.just r.-: ent 
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to every-day living. If we can help to preserve good health 
and ).Jr ev ent crime, build charact er in cur yo uth, and pro-
mote good family life, then we are contributing to the mora l 
and physical well-being of our community. 
The future of our nation depends mor e ur-on how we shall 
employ our leisure tinie than upon what we do during working 
hours. Ther efore, those ar eas tht t s.r·e ava.iHible in the 
col'!l.muni ty which is overcrowded have a. big job on t heir ha:r.;.ds 
to help guide those that come within their doors and provide 
a hea lthy atrr.osphere to tJ.plift their mors.le. The great 
purpose is to enrich the lives of as many young people as 
possible in order that they may forever want to live abun-
dantly. I"V!uch of this depends on the recreation &re~s and 
what they have to offer its community. 
Habits, good or bad, are ver y easily established in the 
period of e&rly childhood. Doctors stress the grea t impor-
tance of thea e yeers in l aying the foundations of good pr.LJ~­
sical health; and psychologists point to them as responsible 
for the beginning of right ment c. l, emoticn~.l, and .:physical 
development a s \vell. l3ut it wa s not until r ecently that 
educators became int er ested in t he possibiliti es of t he se 
years as regards positive tr c. ining outside the home. There-
fore, some of the cente:rs have undertaken to conduct habit 
tr&.ining classes . The aim of the class is to correct the 
wrong habits and establish right ones in their places. The 
results have been most gro.tifying. 
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Public recreat ion is one of thos E; nrun icips .. l functions 
which directly affect many citizens, and in forming policies 
for which these citizens should have a part. Like education 
and libraries, recreation in n~ny cities functions under 
lay boards and is integrated with community life throUgh 
committees, neighborhood playground associations and councils 
of an advisory nature. 
The ":Basic Principles of Healthful Housing", put out 
by the American Public Health Association, 1941, contains 
thirty basic principles with specific requir ements and sug-
gested methods of attainment for each. They are grouped 
under four croad headings, namely: 
1. Fundamenta l physiological ne eds. 
2. Funda~ental psychological needs. 
3. Protection against contagion. 
4. Protection against a ccidents. 
Under· 1h e first heading is included the provision of 
adequate space for exercise and for the play of children. 
The scientific me &surement of r ecreational needs of urban 
dwellers is difficult if not i mpossible. Relating recrea-
tional facilities or their abs ence to health would seem at 
the moment to be impossible. No bc;,sic for "ation on this 
subject has yet come t o our attention. 
Under the second heading are included provision of 
o:p}-.ortuni ties for norn:al comn:nmi ty life and concordance 
with prevailing social st&ndards of the local comr.auni ty. 
The recrea,tion houses helr: in this situation. 
Under the third hee.ding the needs can be brought to the 
community's attention more intelligent~y by the groups that 
meet at t he recreEti cn a~eas. Here exchange of ideas on 
different points of view help spread knowledge on this a s 
well as on the protection against acci dents. 
Play and recreation are a part of t he soil in which 
:personality grows • . In play one explores a whole range of 
roles and relations; one achieves social adjustment and 
group effectiveness, or, under unfavorable conditions, one 
expe r iences defeat, rejection, and disorganization. Play is 
an important means, also, for the development of motor skills 
and t he manual and artistic skills; for contact \>lith nature, 
for creative contemplation, for non-vocational le~.rning, fo:r: 
the socializing e~periences of grou~ life, and for the re-
sponsible participation in corrillrunity life. 
In order to meet these needs it r equires tr~:.ined leacier-
ship in addition to space and facilities for informal play. 
lwfany even require specialized recreational guidance. we 
have now reached the point where we have become leisure-wise 
rather than work-\-Jise. 
Health is a first objective in the modern program of 
education. Tha responsibility of this objective lies in the 
co-operation of the school, home and community. This study 
is concerned with the part that the community plays. 
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.. ·'God will :forgive us i:f we forget to pray, but nature I 
will not forgive ua if we forget to play". 
-: ·- "Talent is nourished in the quiet of retre c. t v1hile 
character is built under t h e stress o:f li:fe 11 • 
This last quotation :w.SS <·. h eard some time ago which 
the writer feels is befitting at this point in the study. 
If she remembers &or rect l y, i t wa s LY Goethe • 
.ll 
-.'<- "Nationa l Educ ati on As :.:;oci a ti on Journal", October, 1928. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE COI1MUNITY'S RESPONSIBILITY 
In our complex civilization it is entirely impossible 
for an individual to maintain optimum health withcut the aid 
of community participation. Today our very existence is 
dependent on other people. The food we eat and the water we I 
drink, the clothes we we&r, the mode of transportation, the ' 
places of work and play; all are so interwoven with the acti-
vities of our neighbors, that unless there is sufficient 
control of the surroundings, the health of the individual 
will surely be affected. 
The coillli uni ty must accept t h e responsibility of doing 
for its citizens the things t h e citizen cannot do for him-
self. Laws and regulations protect him fr om t h e thought-
lessness of indifference of his neighbor. Establishment of 
community facilities protect his health and well-being. 
Health is now consider ed to be a group res1onsibility 
as well as a concern of t he individual. Because of its 
intimate r elationship to successes achieved in personal and 
social enterprises, good health is an im1,ortant objective 
of public education. It is the key to fullest development 
of individual potentialities. 
Mental heG,lth cG..n be consider ed as attained ·wh en the 
I 
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people, which affords a maximum amount of effectiveness and 
happiness. 
The community c~m help hirn in mental by :providing for 
him thos e places where he can mingle in with others &nd thus 
learn to respect others, to live with others, not only at 
home and in his ow-n country; but in the world. Man's mental 
as well as physicc;.l hea.lth is very much at the mercy of what 
goes on about him. Ther efore, the community must have 
organizations, both voluntary c;,_nd official, which are stri-
ving to build a more stable society and thereby enhance the 
security of the individual. 
Experience gained throughout the countr,y during the 
past ten or twelve years has shown not only that the basic 
health programs languish without full-time local participa-
tion, but that new special programs initiated at the state 
level fail to reach maximum op erstti cn without it. Where 
local orgc;,nization is well developed, even when units are 
not completely st a£fed, both traditional services and essen-
tial new programs reach the people more effectively. 
The community is responsible for the welfare of its 
people; therefore, it is necessary that provision be made to 
supply t hem with the best t hey c an in regard to health and 
recreation to supplement the homes they come from which lack 
the space to make this possible. Recreation and worthy use 
of leisure time are tv10 of t he major objectives in life for 
the youth. The writer hopes and believes that if a progre.m 
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of recreation vJere developed within the conurn.mi ty to meet 
the needs of the people, then would a great contri bution be 
1r.ade towsrd better citizenship. 
*"Not only is recreation necessary for the good of 
the girl during her process of re-education but, if 
that re-educati on is to be rr£,de permanent, a ;progre:rn of 
-~ · .c. .. . recreation li!ll st be developed fo:r ea ch girl; so that \vhen 
~"-"· :~~ -: she leaves scho ol she will automatically put that pro-
gre.m into op ere.ti on for herself. The community must be 
prepared to ~tccept her in providing the necess&cy 
recree.tion." 
The purpose of recreation is to enrich the lives of eos 
many young people as possible in order that they rrBy forever 
want to live abundantly. Therefore, the community must have 
organizations, both volunte.ry adn official, which are stri-
ving to build a more stE•.ble so c iety and thereby enhance the 
security of the individual. 
There are two reasons why we must look to the community 
for a large share .of the recreation facilities r equired for 
children as well as for adults. One is that by no stre tch 
of the imaginati on ce.n one expect the income of most Ameri-
cansto be large enoug h to afford a re a sonable arr~unt of 
*"The Education of Exceptional Children", by Arch o. Heck 
published by 11cGraw-Hill :Book Company, Inc., N.Y. & Lond on, 
1940. 
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the purchasable, conm:ercially pro~ided recreation, includir~ 
not only radio, motion pictures, and reading; but also 
camping, travel, sports, rr~sic, dancing, parties, and the 
scores of other recreation amenities t hat American ta.ste and 
ha'tits provide. 
The oth er reeson is tha.t some of the most importE-.n t 
types of recrea.tion are to :; all intents and :purposes not 
purchasable, or even that they derive their recreatic'n 
characteristics from the feet that they have corr~ity 
chara-cteristics. These two motives have 'trought about con-
siderable col!mlUni ty f.:·- cili ties for recreation. 
How much of the delinquency in the slums is due to 
lack of proper recres.ti on f~.cilities? Are they providing 
the necessary environment v1hich is so vi tal to develop youth 
to his highest potentialities? Activity is a means of an 
outlet for nervous and emotional tension. Health comes in 
through the muscles and f lov-1s out:[,through the nerves. The 
pllrpose of muscular exercise was not to attain bod :;_ ly hec=-.lth 
alone, but to break up morbid ru.entEl tendencies to dispel 
the gloonzy- shadows of despondency, and to insure serenity of 
spirit. Physica.l fitness plus ments"l and social well being 
are necessities for efficient living. 
When a man knows what is good for hi1Ylself, he is merely I 
informed; when he does it under orders, or out of fear, he I 
is coerced; t his is a dangerous sts,te. Only when he is I 
genuinely enjoying it is he educated. 
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So educated, he may be turned loose. In seeking satis-
faction he will now serve his best interests. He will be 
a sa.tisfaction to himself and of srevice to his fello'WJD.all. 
As sleep and rest are to physical r estoration, so r ec-
reation is to rnents .. l, emotional and spiritual restoration. 
Play · is a bioligical necessity in the child•s growth and 
development. In many instances mental retr;.rdation is a 
factor in li~iting play education. 
Since the underprivileged child is to a disadvantage 
because of his home conditions and congested area and all the 
facts of slum areas hold true, the COilJl'.Llllni ty has a greater 
responsibility toward him than the child who c&n afford to 
pay for the things in life needed to n~ke it more abundant. 
The ha.pJ?Y playhood of childhood is essential to ncrrc.al 
growth. Normal men mor e easily continue norm£..1 as they keep 
up childhood play. As Dr. Rllpatrick said at t he University 
of California in Los Angeles on July 19, 1949, "You learn as 
you live". 
Therefore, if the community is responsible to its 
citizens for better health and nor~-1 growth, what are they 
offering to bring this about? Co:mmunity recreation programs 
should a.llo\v for a broad rG.nge of tastes and interests 
allo\ving for individual interests e,nd differences, and vary-
ing degrees of nental and physical energy. It is the funda-
mental obligation of a von:munity to protect the people in it 
through sanitation of the environment • Slum clearance is a 
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public mes.surel 
The comrrunity must act to preserve its existence. If 
the crisis is successfully met, the group no.ay be stronger as 
a consequence; if it cannot be met, socia.l disorge.nization 
results and the commmity's existence tray be endangered • 
. •. A study made in medica l sociolobry by Mr. R. W. Hyde and. 
r.rr. L. A. Kingsley . included the study of the relation of 
mental disorders to the conmrunity socio-economic level and 
to population density in Massachusetts, (ec..stern part). 
Their sample was 60,000 selectees examined at t he Boston 
Armed Forces Induction Ste,tion during the winter, spring and 
summer months of 1941-1942. They concluded that there is 
a need for intensive study in places of diff erent pc.pulation 
density regarding the influence of the community environment 
on ment al health. 
In providing corrmmnity-wide and community-type recrea-
tion the public bodies under local, stE,te, and federal 
governments took the lead, but they have always been supplan-
ted by private agencies. Today ·services provided by these 
public bodies are quantitatively of vastly greater i mportance 
that those offered through prive.te agencies, and professional 
leadership is no longer confined to the latter. The demo-
cratic motif inher ent in publ icly offered services has znade 
these a civic activity of growing i mportance, and they have 
been strengthened and promoted by the more progressive and 
foreseeing leader s in t he f ield as well. Recreation for all 
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is the siogan and characteristic of the modern American 
progr c;.m. 
It is the general a.ssumption that tinder present condi-
tions and in accordance with our current philosophy the 
responsibility for providing recreation facilities and ser-
vices is clearly a public one. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RECREATION IN THE SLUMS 
PUblic recreation in Boston st~.nds at t he cross-roads. 
Witij a total area of 3,237 acres, the city owns one acre of 
open recreation to each 241 inhabitents. To hel~ correct 
deficiencies of indoor and outdoor facilities in its con-
gested areas without additional taxes, the city has the 
income of the George :Robert \Vhi te Fund, e.nd a~proximately 
$250,000 yet remeins from the gift of James J. Storrow which 
may be ap plied by the Metropolitan District Conur.iasion to 
erecting additional facilities on the Charles River Basin. 
Everything considered, Boston is wel l prepar ed with 
fa.cili ties to meet the demGnds · of the 11 new-leisurei•, but it 
has fallen behind most cities of its class in the organiza-
tion of it. Boston was among the first of the cities to 
establish school centers and after-schoo~ :playgrounds. The 
F·ark Department of Boston provides for the safety and com-
fort of the public at its beaches and parks, and rrakes golf 
and gymnasium activities available, some of which will be 
mentioned in the findings in the coming chapters. 
The handic a.ps imposed by inability to purchase recr ea-
tion, including such space as goes with dwellings in pros-
perous neighborhoods, bec &me obvious in urban centers long 
before they wei e felt in the cou:ntryside. Private agencies 
came into being in the cities in order to provide recreation 
facilities for children . o~ l.ov;-iz:::t_co:m.e fal:nilies; in :many 
. . 
cases agencies add~d ~his to their functions c.lre~.dy e.xer-
. .. . . , , ' • :. ~-· • • 1 •• .... ·-·- · .. ·. ;~.· 
cised by them, a.s in the- cas es of churches; and in ne.ny 
inst ances older age grou);Js w-ere served. Settlement houses 
and boys' clubs are outst&ndi:ng exan~les of these agencies. 
To some extent, because non-profit organi zation permitted 
lo\v fees, "Yeung 1\fen' s and Women t s .Aeeocis.tions", Scouts, 
and sinrl.113r orgaliiZ$.tions have served a like purpose • 
.Although all ages received son1e o:f t h e advantages thus 
a.f i orded, the chief beneficiaries, especially in settlements 
and boys ' clubs, have be en c~ildren of school age, particu-
larly children in the more congested urban areas. The 
blessings of these early recreation offerings can be hardly 
exaggerated. 
People , especial ly children, must have recreation where 
they are, where they can have ree.sonGbly easy access to it . 
This is at least as important as the question of whe re co:n;p, ~ ·" 
trol or financial Tesources atide. In so far as the schools 
are an important recreation resource "''e have already recog-
nized the need for atate and Federal aid for its proper 
functioning; the direct provision of State and Federal parks 
and recreati on grounds tells the same story, and it is re-
peated again in the case of litraries. 
It is known that the Boston average per acre is 113 
people. Yet in the North End the averege is ?38. Therefore, 
. congested! There a r e over 20,000 people today in the North 
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End, in a one square rrdle area. To be a good neighbor to 
so many people means that to each must be given something 
that is of personal value to him as an individual. T~rough­
out the recreation centers here a staff of highly trained 
teachers or leaders and social worker s and others interested 
in it, conduct and direct the recreation activities in the 
community. Working shoulder to shoulder with them are more 
than one hundred volunteers from every section of Greater 
:Boston, s_.ll motivated. by a desire for service; and E;ll 
maint~,ining the ideB.l of friendly help that makes these 
centers great neighbors in 'Boston. 
The younger the child, the more local the recreation 
facilities must be. For this reason any ccmrnuni ty pr e. gram 
of recreation in the service of the youngest .must be routed 
through the homes. 
Most of the discussion in the field of public recrea-
tion center s, of course, a.rotmd playgrounds, rle_yfiElds, 
and public Jlarks; a"nd these are usually found in ·:. incor;poratec 
places, cities, villages, or buroughs. The past decad.e or 
two has seen enormous progress in the recreation of these 
play fEci li ties despit e the depression, even \vi thcut counting 
the projects and per sonnel contributed by the \·larks Progress . 
Adrr.ini str&.ti on. 
Although children may make as much use of park systems 
as adults, the more pressing need is for more accessable 
areas where the child may go unaccoznpanied and where profes-
I 
sional superv i s ion ~nd stimu lat ion of his activit i es may 
be obt e.ined . 
FeoiJle , :rarticularly children and young peopl e , want 
the satisf action which comes not so :·· mu:ch f rom an activi ty 
itself as from the opiJortunity for elose group association 
with those of their own age and kind. For certain children 
and young people who are not too well adjusted, aasociation 
with others in small groups can be so directed as to serve 
a rr~re precise and positive social purpose. The need is for I 
socialization and underst anding guidance. lt is through t h e 1 
skillful conduct of such groups, with the high est quality 
of skilled leadership, with a premium upon individualization 
within the group , and in clo s e co-opera tion with other 
agenc i es which have a t their· d.:i.sposal cG.se workers , visiting 
teachers , psychiatrists t probation of ficers and the like , 
that \ve can achieve the true y..urpose of 11 social treatn~ent" . 
SLID1? vJhat is a slum? 
The gener&.l int erpr etation of the slum is that it is 
but o system. of lovl econo:m.ic sta tus . Wherever poor h ousing 
exists there also is to be found poverty and its a ttendant 
ills ; crowding, illiteracy , po or nutrition , and vri th it 
delinquency . 
After reading many l -ooks on t h e subj ect of de lin·,;.u ency 
theTe is one that mer i ts quotation . All of them. seem. to 
agree that the gener a l conditions contribute to the above 
mentioned facts. L 
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-"Delinquency area.s are characterized by physical 
deterioration and decreasing ~opulation, high 
dependency rate , high percentage of Negro and 
foreign-born , and high rates of adult crime . 11 
In a bo ck entitled 11 Catching Up \vi th Housing" it has 
been revealed that a close relat ionship exists between slum 
conditions and delinquency rates. Slums have a pernicious 
influence on an entire community and lo1.>1er the moral st c:ma 
dards. Bad housing goes hand in hand with baa neighborhood 
conditions. Housing is a necessity of lif e. 
The t rou1: le with the slums is that. they ar e disorganize<) 
commv~iti e s say some people. The real problem is not the 
lack of organizati on but the fa ilure of its own social orge.-
nization to mesh with the structure of the society around it. 
It has been i mpo ssible up to the present to prove many 
specific r elationships between housing and health. Credit-
able studies conducted in recent years have shoYm that 
people who live in good housing are, in the main, healthier 
than those that live in sub-standard dwellings. For certain 
diseases, nota.bly enteric infections and tuberculosis, 
morbidity and mort Elity rates for those who live in sound, 
sanitary structures are significantly lower than for 
families and individuals living in sub-standard housing. 
Sharp differences in respiratory disea se rates have b een 
Yclinical Psychology", by c. M. Loutti t, published by 
Harper and Brothers, New York and London, 194?. 
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.demonstrated as being related to the ddgree of room crowdin~ 
Recent reports of the relationship of physical environment 
to draftee rejection also have focused attention in the 
cumulative effects of bad housing. 
Because slurr~ are a contributing factor so i mportant 
to healthful living, the recreation areas can do so much to 
give these people a 11 lift 1' in life. Health is more that 
the mere absence of out-right disease; it is a state of 
being in which all physical and mental processes ap~roach 
their highest efficiency. That is possible only under 
satisfactory conditions of housing. 
The excess illness rate, to whatever extent it is due 
to bad housing itself, occurs in the low-in~ome, poorly 
housed populations, who are least able to meet the burden 
of disease. Therefore, let the recreation areas do all they 
can to help educate these people of the neighborhood along 
thes e lines. If you can•t get wha t you want, then do the 
best you can with what you have. 
The con.muni ty e~fort is the slJearhead of all Federal 
and State action for heelth. It is in the local front that 
national, state and comnrunity planning fuses to improve 
conditions, to prevent individual sickness and disability 
and to save individual lives. 
\ifhy does our youth today need so much attention? It is 
true all over the country that they need to be well guided. 
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There is a great need for the right kind of attention given 
to the teen-agers more so than any other age. This can be 
seen from the studies made by those in t he field. Even on 
the west coast, where conditions ar e not so crov1ded as he r e 
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in the east; studies made by t hei r Youth Project in Los 
Angeles in ,- 1945 and 1946 made the following recomlnendations: 
.i/.1. To emphasize fu~ther work with minority yout~ 
2. To expand interracial a.nd intercultural progre:.rr. 
3. To work with older teen-agers and to develop 
co-educational prograrr~. 
4. To work for balanced service to boys and girls. 
5. To intensify work with delinquent youth and 
with unadjusted youth. 11 
From this may also be learned that the gteatest need 
lies in those area s that are known as the slums. The five 
indices used to deter rri.ne t h e needy areas by the same r~port 
are these: 
E/"l. Minority racial group. 
2. Occupational status. 
3/ Labor force seeking work. 
4. Contract rent. 
5. Delinquency •" 
Therefore, attention must be focused in those areas 
where such conditions exist. Since slums are considered 
¥¥.•Recreati on for Everybody", by Welfare Counci~ of 
Metropolitan Los Angeles, pub. ty Corr~unity Welfare 
Federation, Los Angeles, California, January 1, 1946. 
badly congested areas v..ii th :poor housing conditions, de lin-
quency finds its way with very little effort. 
Furnishing recreation -for thousands of young people in 
a congested neighborhood constitutes a 'Very real obligation 
upon the center located within the district. The general 
purpose of a recreation center ie to provide a center of good 
more.l and social influence; to engender a spirit of co-opera-
tion and to promote the ideals of democracy for individual, 
family and neighborhood improvement. 
The specific purpose is to make available to the neigh-
borhood through the facilities of the centers those needed 
privileges and opportunities which are not otherwise provided 
through clean, warm furnished and well lighted rooms for 
neighborhood use. 
Of course. all this takes money. Without the proper 
funds very little can be done. Yes, even the prevention of 
delinquency l The youth ne eds only a place where he zrJB.y 1neet 
his friends, chat with them, read, play some games, a guiding 
hand that can only be found in a . well estG.blished settlement 
house or club house of some kind; and feel that he is not 
being pressed with doing something he doesn't wcmt to do. 
These places must, of course, be clean and inspiring. 
1/Good citizenship has leen defined as the ability to 
l i ve with others for the gree . test amount of good to all". 
#/The Masse.chusetts Teacher", Journal, 1948. 
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Recently, a group of parents, discussing the aims of educE<-
tion, concluded that the aims are to make it r-ossible for 
the child to get the best out of life for himself and to 
make the greatest contribution 'Within his power to his 
country and his time. can he do this alone? Certainly notJ 
It is being more and rr.ore realized that the community 
as well as the home must provide a more personal, unselfish 
interest in youth's develor;ruent and right to a contributive 
place in contemr:orary living. The forma.tion of youth · . -· ' 
councils, which encourage young people to :pattici1:.t:de in 
various all-comnruni ty a,cti viti es, is of inestirrable ve,lne; 
and there should be a far greEte:r· effort on the:c part ' of :. the 
parents to understand their children and be their real 
companions. 
Comnmni ty hec:clth educe,tion and schoc..l hea.lth education 
are essentia.l parts of a 'lrlell ba.lanced progre,m . Neither can 
function with full effectiveness without the other. The 
co mmunity heelth edu.cc:dion :program should :provide persons of 
all ages vli th e.ccepted scienti:f ic facts adc.,pted to their 
needs, inter ests c:md eduCEotio:nc:,l levels. There must also be 
a continuous evah:: ation of &11 phases of tot&l health 
educc:.tion progrem. 
Every conmmni ty should hE-.ve an orga:r.Uza.tion t hrough 
which all hee;lth educations are co - ordinated, and in which 
all off icic:l, vo l untar y and i ndus t rlc;_l cmd civic: groups 
concerned with the chi ld or adult hea lth , and the general 
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publ ic can plan t oge t her ; and t hu s c&rry int o & ction 8. tote.l 
he~ lth education rrogram sui teble to the needs of ~11 the 
peo:r: l e . 
Slums are a t hr ea t t o social well-being. Sl um clearance 
and publ ic housing wil l alo l ish disease breedi ng s l urrs for 
t h e benef i t of &11 the peopl e i n t he s t&te . 
Gi v i ng gir ls of suitab l e age an opr:ortuni t y tch meet and 
hav e good times wi th boy companions under wholesome surroun-
dings is a consta.nt objectiv e . Spea.ke r s are invit ed to speak 
to mother s in v arious r ecreation centers, o "Parent and s ex 
Educ c:.tion", a.nd "Good Health a t Lo\v Cost 11 , etc •• 
The daily life of a large portion of the residents is 
spent i:ti the open, in hard but invigorc;.ting work, outside 
the district of the North End, which tends to justify them 
against the deleterious influences of the tenement, c:md serve 
to maintain the aver&.ge h ealth . l3ut with the large number 
that are confined to the district, and the increase in the 
number that work in nearby factories, this advantage is li kely 
to be less marked in the future. 
Settlements or neighbor hood houses strive to equalize, 
in so f ar as possible , the chances for wholesome living for 
men , women and children , regardless of the neighborhood in 
which they are re&..red. A settlement strives to maintain 
high levels of character , culture and citizenship in the 
neighborhood it serves. It trains people to be good 
neighbors , whether they remain in the neighborhood where t h ey 
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are born or whether they move to other communi ties. Ca:;_.i -
talizing on leisure-time, it provides priceless opportunities 
designed to develo p those attitudes, appreciations and skills 
that rrake for hea.l th, characte: and good citizenship. 
Settlements exist on the assumption that all peOJ.'·l e 
have a God-given right to the good life; that no acci~ent s 
of heritage or background shall deprive them of this right. 
They exist also on the assumption that the character of a 
neighborhood is deterro.ined by the character of the men , 1.-v o rr~en 
and children in it; that the well-being of t he larger commu-
n ity is determined by the we~l-being of the neighbors that 
compose it. 
Thus to equalize opportunities, thus to build 11 the 
beloved comlliumity", is an ideal. As with all other ide&ls, i 
it can only be approximated . 
The detailed ways in which the North End Union, (a 
settlenent house in the North End) within the limits of its 
resGurces, has striven to realize this ideal will be given 
in this study later where the findings aie related in detail. 
To what it has done, the North End Union also adds some thing3 
that present to it a g~eat challenge for enlarged and inten-
sified work in the future. 
Another good purpose of the recreation center is to pro-
vide a c enter of good mpral and soci&l influence; to engender 
a s:piri t of co-operation, and to promote the ideals of dert:o-
cracy for individual, f&.Ir.ily and neighborhood impro"¥ement. 
Children who have defied home correction of ten1-per, 
lack of self-control, and frealc habits from the more usu&.l 
thumb sucking to eating hair, quickly resr ond in class at-
mosphere, under scientific management. 
Success of habit training involves the maintainance of 
intimate contact \vi th the home, a contact which would 
strengthen educational efforts at any period. At present 
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at the North Bennet Stre et Industrial School, (another 
settleLent house in the North End) the play school for habit 
tra.ining is doing work that is watched closely by those 
concerned with pre-school children everywhere. This &lsd 
will be told in the findings. 
At one time it was said that 5%of the area in each city 
was suggested as a minimun to be set for play spa ces and 
small parks, with additional spac e of possibly another 5% in 
a few large parks. Although this 5% of play space v1a s al-
ready available in the No:tth End, it was, owing to the 
character and locations, inadequa>te; and the tren:.endous 
crowds living in this district turned at every Ofportunity 
to the public parks for rest and recreation. A fe\-T can go 
to t h e more remote parks, to Boston Con.JL;on of the banks of . . 
the Charles .River; a few can get away occasionally; but the 
majority must turn to the streets or the local open spaces 
for their daily outing. 
In 1919 the popul~tion was over 30,000 living on less 
than 100 acres, and even then it was real'ized that thi "' · -
nunilier of ~eople should be able to turn out into the public 
o~en spaces on Sundays &nd holidays, and especially on hot 
summer evenings. For them most of the local streets were 
and still are too narrow and too high walled to afford. much 
relief. For example; some streets and alley ways are only 
six, eight and ten feet wide. On these same streets you 
must remember, also, that tenements stand four and fiv e 
stories high. Hov/ much sunlight do you think can get into 
these rooms? 
Of the total population it was fair to assume that at 
times nearly one half would turn to nearby playgrounds and 
open spaces if such v1ere available. Under the prevailing 
method in 1919 ,of directing the us e of theplaygrounds it 
has been found that persons can be kept healthfully busy or 
amused at the rate of 1,000 to the acre. Under f&-vorable 
conditions, \vi th segregation of these who prefer quiet and 
r est, those who wish to exercise vigorously, and those who 
wish to play quietly in smc::..ll groups, and by providing for 
them pleasant surroundings, with plenty of light and air:, it 
is possi1:1e that this proportion be justified. 
On the basis of 1,000 persons to the acre, one half of 
the present population of the North End would re~uire fifteen 
a cres or nearly double the present area available. It is 
absolutely necessary and a duty that a co:mmunity do all in its 
power for the district if health and comfort, and even a fair 
chance for producing strong and useful citizens, is to be IDRde 
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possible. 
The le_w requires that rooms shall not be less th&n · -
eight and one he.lf feet high in the clear. Health regula~ 
tions require 400 cubic feet of space for adults and 200 
cubic feet for children. In the forthcoming chc.:r;:-ters the 
findings will show how close to these specifications the 
North End measures. It can be said now that certainly not 
have the people in this section of the city any where near 
this amount of spe.ce made available to them. It is ar.ua.zing 
to see how many people c:,re living in the crowded conditions 
existing here at ~resent. 
Many evils to both mind and body result from congestion 
and bad housing, reflecting not only on the business and s 
social progress, but on the general welfare of the comnrunity 
and of the city at le,rge. Thses evils are manifest not only 
in injury to the people therLSelves, but in the increased 
need for public expenditures to mitig&te the evils or to 
afford necessa.ry relief. 
I. ---
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The social housed are the most effective organized 
groups in the N'orth End \vorking for the improvement of living 
conditions. There are n1any labor organizations in the 
district but they e.re not interested in the residents here. 
The leaders of these social organizati ons ho ld monthly lun-
cheons during the wiilter months at which are disct:.ssed many 
projects s uch as II clean-u:p-ce,m;pa.igns". They \tlOrk for a. 
while and then drop for e. while. For inste.nce, they were 
successful in Eccomplisl~ ing & lo t when they undertook to 
eliminate the rat popula.tion, but ·:· stopped ther·e until ~-n;y 
yec_rs later when they conducted & cen-\l)aign on chest X-rays 
which brought good response. If only they would keep this 
up they would do well. Now there is nothing on the program. 
As st&ted before, the need of a meeting pla.ce in a 
congested area is essentiel; thus the need for c;.. settlement 
house. It plays a social role. The corner-gang strtlcture 
arises out of the habitual association of the members over 
a long period of t ime. Living close to gether a.s they do her 
provides the first opt ortuniti es for social contacts. Gangs 
grew up on the corner and stayed there until they were 
twenty years old or over. Except when he et:;.ts, sleers, or is 
sick, he is f'arely at home, and his friends always go to his 
corner first when they went to find him. All because their 
homes c:.re so crowded with just room for shelter; that is a 
kitchen fo r meals, and crowded bedrooms for sleep. 
The life of the corner boy proceeds along regular and 
narrowly circumscribed channe·ls. .Also for the girls. The 
boys cmd girls do not know \vhe.t to do within a ra.di us of 
about 300 yards. They come home from work, hang on the 
street corner or clubhouse, go up to eat, back on the corner, 
up to a show, and then they come back only to hang on the 
corner again . 
The stable composition of the group fmd the lack of 
social assure..nce on the part of its merubers contribute toward 
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})reducing 8 .. very high rt-.te of soci8,l interaction within the 
grouJ:l. The group structure is 8 . product of these inter-
actions. Out of such interc.ction there e.rises a system of 
mutual obligations w-hich is fundarr:enta.l to group cohe s ion. 
Actions p erformed ex:r:- licitly f or the sake of f r iendships 
wer e revec led as being part of e, system of mutual obligE tio:n:e . 
A group rrBy be said to be in equilibri um when the inter-
actions of its me mb ers fall into t h e customc:,ry }::at t ern 
through '111hich grou:r:· activities are a nd have been organized. 
The pat tern of interactions may undergo certain u·odifica-
ti ons -vii thout upsetting the group eqtlili brium, but abrupt 
and drastic changes destro~ the equilibrium. 
Gang activities proceed from day to da.y in ' r ernarkab;ly 
fixed pat t ern . The merrbers come together every day and 
interact with 2" very high frequency. No mc:,tter what , the 
individual member has a way of interaction which rer[,&ins 
stable and fixed through contim12.l group a ctivity over a 
long per iod of time . His mental wel l-being requires continu-J 
ance of his way of interG.cting . He needs the customary 
chc:mnels for his activity, and , when they are lac ki ng he is 
disturbed. 
Recreation in the slums differs a great deal fr om &ny 
other part of the city in t hat the child is anxious t o get 
out to meet his f riends in s ome clubhouse or settlen:ent 
house or at the street corner ; this is because the crowded 
c ondi tions that exist i n such a neighborhood do not exist in 
I 
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the better sections of the city . In less crowded citie s the 
children have enough room at home where they may invite 
their friends and socic;lize in the homey atmosphere vJi t h his 
family at home to meet his ac(iuBintances and so make for 
bet ter relations. 
In the slums where the child must resort to the re cr ea;;, _; 
tion centers for his leisur e time a ctivity the parents do 
not hc.ve that golden opr ortuni ty to meet the friends of 
their children. At times the centers h ave parents' night 
for this s pecific purpose where the children a re asked to 
bring their parents so that they might meet the other 
children and their Jlarents . This is not done too often due 
to lack of space in the program already crowded with all 
other activities vi tal to the needs of the youth. 
This is just a s ruall example v1hy the recrea tion a rea 
is so important in the slums. They liter-ally supplement the 
·home . It \vorb"..s wonders for the yo u th and also for the 
parents in the North End ! 
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CHAPTER V 
MAJOR FiliDil~·Gs 
The Boston Mark$t is claimed to be the fifth largest 
in America. sectional bov.nde.rie's in corporate :So ston were 
drawn along census tract lines. The ~opulation of corporate 
Boston f ollO\tJs : 
1920---748,060 
l 
1930---781,188 
1940---770,816 
Of interest is the fol lowing :picture of the North End 
at a g1s.nce: 
1. Wholesale food nm.rkets , manufacturing estab-
lishing concerns and steamship docks. 
2. PrinciJ:al shopping is on Hanover Street, the 
main street of the North End. 
3. Population: 1930--~21,111; 1940---17,598. 
a. native white----------11,254---64.00% 
b. foreign born whi te-~--6 , ~35----36 . 00% 
c. negro---- ------------------5-----.00% 
d. other races- - --------------4--- --.00% 
4. Country of origin 
a. Ita.ly------- - --------5, 940-----Q~ .oo% 
b . Spain and Pottugal-----179------2.80% 
c . Cana.da------------ ------37------- .60% 
d. Irish Free State--------36-------.60% 
e. Russia------------------18-------.20% 
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f. Poland-------- -- - - ------17- - ---- -w£0% 
g . Other countr i es---- - - --108------1.80% 
5. Famil i es----- whi te- - ---non-\vh i te - ----tota l 
ovmer-- -- - --256------ - ---0- - ---M256---6.00% 
tenant----o,979---- - -----4- ---3,983- - Q4 .00% 
total-- - --4,235-=--- - -- --4----4,239-~00.00% 
6. Families by monthly rent : 
a. $100.00 and up--- ----11------ - ---- - -.30% 
b. $75.00 to $99. 00------6-------------.10% 
c. $60.00 to $74. 00-----11----- -- - - ----. 30% 
d . $50.00 to $59.00-----18----- -- ~- - - --.40% 
e . $40.00 t o & 1 . ~49.00 -----56------------ .30% 
f. $30.00 to $39.00----176------------4.20% 
g. under $30.00------3,917-----------93.40% 
h. unknown----------~--~44------- ------- ·--
7. Residential structures : 
a.. one fami.ly-----------60------------6.40% 
b. two farr:ily-----------54------------5.70% 
c. three or more families---829------87.90% 
a. All dwelling units by the year built (4,637) 
a . 1930 to 1940------ ---------6--------.10% 
b. 1920 to 1939--------------42-------l.OO% 
c. 1900 to 1919-----------1,847------42.30% 
d. 1899 or earlier--------2 ,472------56.60% 
e. not reporting yee"r built-270------------
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9. Heating fuel: 
a. with central heating--------- 207----5.00% 
b. without central heating----~;980---95.00% 
c. not reporting heating equipment---- --52 
10. Refrigeration equi:pment: 
a. mechanical---------------946-------22.70% 
b. ice-- - -----------------3,072-------73.50% 
c. other or none------------159--------3 . 80% 
d. not reported------------ - -62-------------
11. Radio: 
a. families with r&.dio----3 • 614-------88.00% 
b. no radio-----------------491-------~2.00% 
c. not reporting redio------134-------------
12. 1940 passenger automobile owners--------1,689 
13. Home conditions: 
a. 75% of the houses are substandard, 
major repairs and lacking 
b. 18% are overcrO'Yided; 
persons to each room. 
14. Health of the North End: 
better than average. 
15. Playground facilities: 
less th<=U:1 averc-,ge . 
16 Nursery facilities: 
less than e,verage. 
that 
17. 184 streets in the North End. 
private 
is over 
needing 
baths. 
lt 
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::sack in the ee.rly part of the twentieth century ne&rly 
eight percent of the area within the district surrou~ded 
by the wide streets, together with the North End Beach, was 
devoted to park, playground and beach purposes. The are&s 
were approximately as follows: 
1. North End :Beach in 1893 
a. Recreation pier. 
b. Land for playground was 3.? acres. 
c. Flats availe.ble only for bathing were 3 .o acres. 
2. Copp's Hill Terrace was .6 acres. 
3. Prince Street :Playground was .4 acres which was 
acquired in sections in 189?, 1899 and 1901. 
This made a total of ?.? acres. 
In addition to these there was open space around the 
school buildings, especially the Hancock Sc~ol , (now no 
longer in existence as it was razed for a new recreation 
center at present in the making) amounting to about 0.8 acre 
and more about a new school building on Charter Street. 
The North End is important for . two reasons: 
!1:-t The breadbasket of Boston and Northern New 
England. 
2 1 Historical importance : 
a. Paul Revere's House 
b. The Old North Church, better known as 
Christ Church, where Paul Revere hung the 
famous lanterns in 1??5. 
c. Copp's Hill Burying Ground 
d. The Old Charter House, and many others 
In this area of one square mile, housing over 20,000 
people today, there are available twehty three recre&tion 
areas at the disposal of its citizens all within five rrin-
utes walk from the furthest point. Th~ vary from play lots 
to le,rge buildings. Each one of them has been visited and 
toured by the writer thoroughly, and the following report 
is the result of such interviews. They are the best that 
could be obtained under present situations. 
A list of the places will be given first and then the 
detailed data as obt<iined from those in charge of them. The 
classified list follows: 
I. City owned and operated property: 
1. Public library branch, North Bennet Street. 
2. North Bennet Gymnasium and Showers, North 
Bennet Street. 
3. Playgrounds: 
a. Greenough Lane on Charter Street. 
b. Foster on Foster Street. 
c. North End Park and Beach on Commercial 
Street. 
d. Prado and Paul Revere Mall on Hanover 
street. 
e. Snowhill on Prince and Snowhill Streets. 
f. Vincent Cutillo on Wiget Street. 
8-~ :=t r " n !J n r•r f~ ::dry 
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g. Health Unit on North Margin Street. 
h. Prince on Prince and North ~ennet streets. 
i. Copps' Hill on Charter Street. 
II. Independent Centers: 
1. Boston Baptist _Bethel on Hanover and North 
Bennet streets; Mr. and Mrs. Zibelli, 
Proprietors. 
2. Children's Haven on Hanover and Salutation 
Streets; 1-!r. a.nd Mrs. Barker, Directors. 
3. social Service Rouse on E:anoter Street. 
4. Boston Seamen's Friend Society on Hanover 
Street; Dr. George Sylvester sutton, Executive 
Secretary. 
1. Mariner's House on North Square; managed by 
Captain J. B. Colbeth. 
III. Red Feather Services: 
1. North End Union on Parmenter Street; Mr. Frank 
L. Havey, Director. 
2. North Bennet Street Industrial School on North 
Bennet Street; Mr. Franzeim, Director. 
3. Catherine Moore House on Tileston Street; 
directed by the Sisters of Saint Joseph. 
IV. Churches: 
1. Saint Mary's Hall on Cooper Street; The Reve-
r end Edward J. Whalen, Pastor. 
2. Saint Anthony's School Hall on North Bennet 
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Street; The Reverend Roger Imperiale, Pastor. 
3. Sacred Heart Hall on North -Square; The- Reverend 
Arnaldo Vanoli, Pastor. 
4. Saint Stephen's Church Hall on Clark Street; 
The Reverend Maurice J. O'Brien, Pastor. 
Before going into the detailed data obtained on these 
recreEtion areas, it is wise to brief you on the toto_l arec... 
It is divided into six tracts namely Fl, F2, F3, F4, F5 and 
F6. These take in several blocks each in order to facili-
tate census and the like. All six tracts include 184 streetE 
made up of avenues, squares, streets, courts, alleys, places, 
ways, lanes, wharves, rows and terraces. This a~~~ ea is divi-
ded approximately into three quarters commercial s l111d\, indus-
trial property, and the other quarter is inhabited. 
The North Bennet Street Municipal Gymnasium ia one of 
three actually -owned by the Boston Park Department. The 
other two being the Cabot Street Gymnasium in Roxbury and the 
Paris Street Gymnasium. in East :Boston . In other municipal 
gymnasia they are only the tenants. 
In each municipal gytrmasium a~proxin~tely one hundred 
players participate in the weekly activities which t:ary a 
great deal. Here, also, have been held training courses for 
officials and referees for t he sports that the park depart-
ment sponsors. Workers are uniformed and strictly organized. 
Under the Boston Park Department activities are condi-
tioned and conducted from April first to December first; and 
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then the activities s.re conducted indoors fro:m Decetr;ber 
first to April first. 
The scope of the program is this: 
1. Supervision of all activities conducted on 
recreation areas. 
2. Organization of leagues in all sports. 
3 • .Assignrr.ents of permits, schedules, and officials 
for league sports. 
4. The registration of players, the grading of 
teams, keeping records,and recognition of 
championships. 
Sixty types of athletic and other events a.re conducted, 
ranging from m&jor sports to such activities as roller 
skating, modelyacht rc-ccing, handcraft and pet sho\-ls. .A 
number of major athletic and special events are arranged in 
co-operation with indi vidua.l newspapers. Suitable weather 
is taken advantage of in the organizati on of winter sports' 
carnivals. Settlements and other serni-}Jublic organizations 
enter their tearr£ in the leagues of the Boston Park Depart-
ment; and the sen:i-professional b&seball teams have come 
under its control ~ow, too. 
The progrc..m functions in both serri-public buildings, 
in priv&te homes, in pla.ces that are donated, and in others 
for vlhich rent is chargee. More than any other recreation 
program in the city, it is un-institutionalized and flexible. 
Mention can also be made here of the safety prograr1,s 
conducted over -the radio every saturday morning on Stc...tion 
~nviEX at nine o.'clock unde:tr i:. the .c dir .~ction of the Boston Park 
Department in conjunction with the Boston Police Department. 
On playgrounds the grec:.test activity is during the cool 
hours as there is very little or no shade on any of our 
play grounds. 
E:tre conducted. 
Trips for nature study away from the ~laygroun~ 
I 
I 
Each surnmer and fall the department has 
tr<dning courses for the entire :personnel conducted by rr_ajor 
permanent employees, assisted by lecturers. Attende.nce is 
mandatory J 
The department tries hard to hake every oprortunity 
ava.ilable to lec,rn about ancl enjoy nature '-: - -day cc>.n<ping, 
hiking and picnicing strongly emphasi%ed. 
They also have an information program---ways and ~eans 
of rele.ting to the lay public through neighborhoods and city. 
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NORTH END BRANCH OF THE PUBLIC LIERJ~Y 
The North End Branch of the Boston Pu.blic Li 'bra.ry was f 
founded April 30, 1828. A -building of three floors and & 
baser.c.ent, its tote.l area over all is 4 , 899 square feet; 
approximately 4,34€ square feet of this floor s:r,ace is open 
to the public . It is a red brick building with sandstone 
trirmrings, and stands flusllr with the street. 
Beginning at the bottom, every available space is used 
for the public. Here in the 'ba.sement is a room for r-up:pet 
sho·h'S , a kitchenette and a story hour room. 
On the first floor are the study and reading roorr~ for 
adults and a sta£f room. 
On the second floor is the children's room and also the 
reference roolJ!. . 
On the third floor is a srre.ll storage sfc..ce as the 
'building tE-_I:ers off here. The roof of the building was 
forn.e 1ly used a.s a sunmer rea.ding room. 
There is a. la.va.tory and also washing facilities on 
every floor. 
The health and sanitary condi tic-ns a:PI:- ec.r to be very 
go od. Ventilation is obtained through the me.ny windows 
which have awnings to keep the hot sun out when necess&ry. 
The heating system is good---run b~ oil, formeily by coal. 
The floors are kept very cleE•.n; and the safety rules and 
inspection are in order as there are fire-escapes on every 
floor. 
The librarian in charge ·vrhom the writer intervie'Wed 
was 11i ss Nary u. Nichols. The pro grc.rL for recre&:.t i on in-
eluded story hour on Thursday for children up to twe lve 
ye&.rs of age, and on Fridays for· t h e North End tee:nsters; 
on every Wednesday evening for the young adults. 1\fovies 
are also shown for adults on alternate Wed:nesda.y evenings. 
There is hope to have Emc:, adult bo ck club and also book 
reviews in the Italian loca.l papers. The library informs the 
social settlerrents and club houses of their activities so 
that the word c<n be spread to e,s many people of the section 
as is possible. On Saturday mo r ning from ten to twelve, 
puppet shows are held for children and their parents. 
vlo1· king en the stdf at t h e li 'brary are six permanent 
libraria.ns and fO"Lcr terrc;po:rary or :rart time wor kers "~.<iho help 
v.ti th book b i nding and other odds an d ends. 
The place is kept clean by a custodic.n employed full 
time. He washes and clean s the btlilding daily before it is 
open to the public. 
As for health educati on the brench library offer s 
li tera;ture, and oc cas i ona.lly f , s peE ker con;.es to address the 
residents. The hea.lth services offeree. a.re t h e cleanliness 
and ep r earcmce of the b"t:ilding in and out. 
This library goes far in co- opera.tion t o\v8.1"d imlJroving 
the conditi ons in the North End . It s contributi cns e.re n:any . 
For exa11-:ple, i n co -oper &:t i ng with t h e Nati unal observa nce of 
Bette r Home s vleek, (April 30, 1949) i t di s p l &y ed &.n at t ra c-
I 
I 
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ti ve luncbeon ai'rangement, color schemes, table settings, 
etc.. The li 'brary also tokes this opportunity to cc: 11 at ten-
ti on to its collection of books in h ome-mc."king su"tjects . 
Child-training, nutrition, ca.re of t t _e home, a.nd E v&.riety 
of cook books are c:.t the ser-vice Of t he house\vife f:ree. The 
library also subscr-ibes to several women ' s m&gozines, the 
b Eck number s of which may be borrowed for home use .. 
1'!::8 
THE HE.ALTH ffiifiT PLAYGROUl'l'D 
This build "ng we s t2e firs of the George Robert ~f.hite 
Fund units to be ui lt. It is not a recrec.tion c enter, but 
the yard or space 8.r ottnd t h e building is used fo r p lay SJ; a ce. 
It is c.. sme.ll courtyard ef fect \•d th a few stone benches . It 
is kept clean by a city worker who ta:.-ces ca~ :~ cf the pla.y-
grounds in the neighborhood. It i s fenced in so that chi l-
dren playing there are s£cre from the street . Seldom do es 
one find supervision here other than parents who have chil~ 
dren playing there . 
permit or -~..;arrant i t . 
Finance in the city t reasury does no t 
It is a breathing space for both the 
parents and the children living near the building. It is a 
concrete play ground vii th no shc:.de. 
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l:TORTH BEl"'r.NET GTI.'INASIUM AUD SHOWERS 
This is c.. i ty of Boston Public Bath House, gynmasiv.m 
and also a playground . The conditions of both the building 
and the playground surrounding it were simply av~ul until 
thi year (1950); in fact, as this study is in the making , 
the improvements going on there are drast·c . It as b en 
renovated , remodeled, and reconditioned for better public 
service. 
This building including it B surroundings , that is the 
:playground , co~ers not quite an-~-·: acre of ground. Inside this 
red brick building are three floors all open to the public 
for use; there is a basement where the custodian ' s head-
quarters are housed with the heating unit which is coal. 
On the first floor have been built many more public 
showers than were there before; and the same on the second 
floor . These showers which have been open to the residents 
of the North End f ree of charge , have designated days for 
men e.nd for 'l.oJOmen . Mondays and Thursdays were for the 
women, and the others excluding Sundaj;s were for men. 
However, since the renovation took place while this study 
~as being made, every day is now open to bott~. men and women 
with separate entl~ances. Sundays the building is closed , 
although at one time it was open seven days a week. This 
has been the greatest improvement in the district. 
No one can realize what this means to those people who 
I 
live in the Not·th. End ; .; There: ~re but ten _lJercent of the 
homes in the North End wi th bathing facilities. Therefore, 
they must r esort to these :publi c baths if they want to keep 
clean. 
The entrances are on opposite sides of the building; 
and so are their showers. Those t aking shov1ers pay abso-
lutely nothing for the use thereof. Hovrever, there are 
availabe to those that vlish to make use of them, small linen 
towels and eo~p for the price of one cent each, and the towel 
must be returned. They may bring their ovm and pay nothing 
at all. There is plenty of hot water and nobody is rushed. 
There are at least fifty sho\..rers for the men and fifty mo r e 
for the women. 
In charge of these showers on the women's side are two 
full time matrons who see that order is kept , and that the 
towels are :put in the right receptacle after use; also to see 
that the place is kept clean . They are on guard as long as 
the showers are open to the public: from 2 P.M. to 10 P.N .• 
at whi ch time the building is closed for the night . The 
same is true for the man's side with men in attendance there. 
The towels and so~p are purchased at the front window 
:for all. All showers are private stalls with attached locker 
rooms f or dressing. The first aid kit is kept at the front 
office where the sale of towels and soap goes on. Here on 
the first floor is also a public telephone. 
I 
I 
As v1e approach the top floor we look toward the physical I 
,, 
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activity arrangen_ent. Here is the best gymnasium in the 
di :; trict which measures 50 'x90'. It is one of the nicest 
lob.king gymnasiums in the city. Its ceiling is extremely 
high. The two long sides of this room have each five windows 
that mec.sure seven feet high and five feet wide. These 
provide plenty of light and a pleasant atmosphere. The 
ventilation goes without saying to be excellent. 
Although hard to clean such windows that are set up 
high on the wall, they are well kept so that t he light is 
not hindered in any way. Plenty of light as long as there 
is daylight. The floor is of hardwood, very well marked, 
and cleaned daily. 
There are two instructors in charge here full time. A 
man for the boys, and a lady for the girls. The gymnasium 
is open to the public from Monday through saturday from 2 P.M 
to 10 P.M.; Mondays and Thursdays for the girls, and all 
other days excepting Sundays for the boys. There are special 
age grours that use the gymnasium at different times. 
Children up to twel~e years of age attend in the after-
noon from 3 r: . M. to 6 P.M.; teen-agers and adults from 7 P.M. 
to 10 P.J:-1.. Organized play is given along \vith free play. 
A good workout is given them and then they are dismissed to 
go down to the showers for a refreshing bath and then off to 
their homes well exercised and clean . This is a very great 
contribution to the health and cleanliness of the residents 
of the North End. A healthy mind and a clean body for alll 
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everything. Last, but not least, there are two bubblers 
for drinking water on the first floor, and one on the top 
floor where the gymnasium is. There isn't much more one can 
desire in a building of this sort. 
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:Play-
ground 
Area 
in 
Acres 
Copps' 0.60 
Hill 
cutillo0.48 
Foster 0.10 
Gree-
nough 
Lane 
Korth 
End 
Park 
Prado 
and 
Paul 
Revere 
Mall 
0.23 
3.00 
0.76 
Prince 0.40 
Street 
Field 
House 
none 
des-
PLA.YGROUl'ifDS 
Swings Ages 
none rest 
area 
for 
tots 
l''laygd 
.Apparatus 
none 
none 
Other Facilities 
and Activities 
water fountains, 
6 stone benches, 
mothers' shelter, 
jump ropes, ball~ 
tables, table 
games and sand 
boxes. 
troyed none up to 
14yrs 
property degraded 
a gre&t deal, 
used for garbage 
disposal by 
market nearby. 
none 8 
none 8 
none none 
yes none 
yes none 
up to 3 teeters, balls, jump 
12yrs 1 slide, 1 ropes, sand jungle gym boxes, t&bles, 
table games, 1 
\'later fountain. 
tots 
and 
parents 
all 
ages 
all 
ages 
1 slide 
and 1 jungle 
gym 
none 
none 
all rc' ~;none 
ages 
balls, tables, 
t&ble game s, 
sand boxes, 
jump ropes, 
wooden benches, 
and water 
fountain. 
-the only base-
ball diamond in 
the district, 
and 1 water 
fountain. 
many stone 
benches, some 
trees and 1 
water fountain. 
1 stone bench, 
balls and jump 
ropes 
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Flay- Area 
ground in 
acres 
Snow-
Hill 
1.13 
PLAYGROUNDS (cont.) 
Field Swings Ages 
House 
yes 8 all 
ages 
Playgd 
Apparatus 
1 jungle 
gym, 1 
slide,3 
teeters, 
4 baskets 
for 
basketball 
Other Facilities 
and Activities 
jump ropes, balls. 
tables, t able 
garr~s, sand boxes, 
few stone benches, 
1 softball diamond 
and 1 water 
fountain. 
The report and information on playgrounds w&s obt&ined 
through a personal interview with the playground supervisor, 
Mr. 0. Ricker Freeman of the Boston Park Department. 
Thrmugh the efforts of this department a Board of Recre-
ation originated in 1945, made up of seven members. It was 
organized in this manner: The Mayor of Boston appointed four 
men, they being at the time Mr. Bushway of Bushway Ice Cream 
fame, Mr. Albert vlest, :rvrr. Henry L. Shattuck; and a Mr. casey; 
the school comndttee appointed two men who at that time were 
Mr. Joseph Lee and I~rr .. Joseph V. cummerford; and the seventh 
member was the chairman of the Board i n the person of the 
p·ark Cow.rr,issioner of the city of Boston. 
They meet once ea~h month at the City Hall Planning 
Board room and are considered the consultant and investi-
gating body. 
On personal visits to all these playgrounds the writer 
found sanitary conditions all right with one exception, the 
Cutillo Playground. That is, they are well kept, swept aaily 
and cooled off b.Y a sprayer when the weather makes it 
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necessary. All glass and anything tha.t is injurious to any-
one playing on the playground is removed before the opening 
time for activities ,,.,hich is a.t 9:30 A.;M; 
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BOSTON BAPTIST BETHEL SOCIE1'Y 
This buildingis a two story unit run by privately 
owned people, a Mr. and Mrs. Zibelli as proprietors. All 
information obtained from them was that it contained a read-
ing room for sailors, held religious ser~ices for adults 
every Monday evening, and a concert often following, with 
refreshments served in the end. 
On a tour of the building (as w.uch of it as I ·was allo-
wed to see), the conditions \-.;ere found to be very satisfEtC-
tory. The building was well kept, clean, wc,.rm and airy . 
They had lavatory fc:cilities for children and adults. Chil~ 
dren went during the afternoons for play activi t'ies in gene-
ral . A sort of an indoor playgr ound is what this institution 
looked like. Here also was conducted a nursery by Mrs. 
Zibelli. 
This building occupies appro.:;d :mately 300 sq_uare feet of 
which two thirds is used for J;;Ublic recreation. It is a 
ch&.riteble institution and non-sectarian; the..t is c;.l l the in-
formation the proprietors were willing that the writer should I 
know. 
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BOSTON SEAMEN'S FRIEND SOCIETY 
This building stands fifty feet high and is about one 
hundred feet square. It has thr ee floors plus a basement 
where the storage &nd furnace are kept. The floor in the 
basement is concrete. On the other three floors they are 
of hardwood. The heating system is by . soft coal. 
On an interview with the director of the organization, 
Mr. Thorpe, the following inform~tion was disclosed: they 
cater exclusively to merchant seamen, eoastguards and seamen 
in general. Its facilities include thirteen rooms with twen-
ty nine dorrni tory beds and showers. There are fifteen men to 
a washroom that has three washstands and on shower. The 
sleeping rooms are large, a:pproxi.m.a,tely 9 •:x:l2 •, many windov1s, 
and very well heated. Inspection of the building is done 
often which includes fire inspection, ssi'ety inspection, e,nd 
all others by t he city end st ate. All fire-escapes are in 
very good condition. 
Of interest to you the lodging for those whc seek 
shelter ct this institution is not b,y en y me~s profitable. 
For example, for sixty cents a lodger gets a dorrd tory to 
sleep in plus his breakf ast the next morning. If the indivi-
dual wishes some :r:.rive.cy end seeks a single room, he llJay have 
one for $6.00 a week, but with no rn.eals at all. A lunch is 
possible to be h ad for the sum of fifty cents. 
Here also are housed convalescent patients from the 
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marines. If they he-ve no home to go to they may convalesce 
here free of che.rge until they a:re able to go to 'Work. They 
must be sure he is a seaman or the-.Y will not tc.:_ke him in. 
The laundry is sent out to b e done weekly. The beds 
are sprayed weeltly, and e)Ctermina ted monthly. This is only 
as a safety measure. A change of linen with every ch&.nge 
of customer, of course. 
The meals are prepared on the pren-.dses s-nd served in a 
very attractive cafeteria. There is one cook with two 
assisting him. 
Inspection of the building is done every three rnonths. 
This is e_ generc.l inspection. A housekeeper does the daily 
cleaning of sweeping and dusting. The pla.ce does loo k neat 
and a-ttractive. There are no unpleasant odors. It is a very 
pleasant place for the searr;en who frequent it. 
The equipment in this building include a pool t&.ble, a 
reading room, a libre.ry m.c~de up of buoks donated or borro\-Ied, 
a. television, a. :record plc;_y er, ping-pong set, playing cards, 
darts, ring toss, and al1 sorts Of ta-ble gairces. There is 
also a piano. All this certainly provides its members with 
plenty of materiel to keep them active. 
The recreation program varies. It being a non-secta:r;ian 
organization its doors are open to all types from S:.O.<? :.··A.Mw 
t& 11:00 P.M. every de.y in the week including Sundays. Their 
weekly program is as follows: 
Monday: Io special trogre.m during the day, but the 
guests may entertain thercselves at SlliOld ng, 
reEding, playing games, or use c;;.nyth ing in t h e 
house t hat is availc._1: 1e for their pleasure. In 
the evening there is a pianist who co rr,es in and 
plays the !iano for their enjoyment; she con-
ducts organized g&n~es after which there is 
general dancing. The junion hostesses who hel~ 
out are the volunteer workers. 
Tuesday: Again in the evening, there are two parties, a 
whist party upsta irs with the hostesses condue-
ting, and a party downstairs for the young 
people or the junior hostess es . Sandwiches are 
served at all parties . 
Wednesday: No organized progrs.m at all; every one on 
his own. Television is available for those who 
wish to use it. 
Thursday: Recordings are played, and there aJ:· e gener£,1 
games for all. Voltmteer senior hostesses 
attend and dancing is allowed. 
Friday: This is the 1:ig night. There is a variety show 
with a great deal of enterta.inrrent. This_ is 
followed 'by general dancing. 
Saturday: No organi zed program. There is just televi-
sion and any of the games t hey wish to use by 
themselves. 
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Sunday: A quiet d c..y vli th religious services in the 
evening followed by a socic-.1 hour. 
This organization cEters to all age boys vJho are in the I 
service of any of the seamen's groups. 'Whena ship is in 
to\m they .aend them notices to be posted aboard ship to 
notify therr. of the parties that are held at their h ead-
qus..rters, t wice a week. Th~ (- also send books and magazines 
abo&crd ship for ·::.h ose who cannot leave to com ashore and 
par take of their general recreation. A very so-operating 
organization c.nd well managed one, it is welcomed in the 
neighborhood, a.nd respected for all it does. 
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CHILDREN'S HAVEN 
This is a nursery run by a Mr. and Mrs. Barker who 
would not give too much information other than is told here . 
It is a long &nd not too narrow a room which was formerly a 
store. Consequently, the front of the nursery has a large 
window, the store windO\v, that cannot ce opened. The meE:.ns 
of ventilation are poor. In the rear of the room is one 
window with another one on the s ide , and that is all. The 
room stands about 12 1x36 ' • 
Because it is on a le-vel with the street the ventila-
tion and lighting are not of the best. You must remember 
that the buildings in this neighborho od are very close to-
gether thus prohibiting the bes t in light and air. In order 
to offset these disadvant£.ges the room is very elo.bora_tely 
decorated with colored pictures, draperies, etc. to lend a 
pleasant atrrosphere. It is not t he best thing for children. 
The;y accept as n1any children · as go to their doors with no 
regard fo r overcrovJding. The ages catered to ar e from three 
years to five yeers. .A small lunch is served to t he :tiL as 
they stay from 9:00A .M. to 3:00P.M.; many children attend. 
It is a chari tc..ble organization; there is no fee charged to 
those Ettending. 
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HARHi"ER 'S HOUSE 
A personal interviev1 vJi th Captain J. :S. Colbeth, the 
director in chc-,rge, disclosed the foll owing inforw.ation: 
The bui1ding is of red brick and covers an E<rea of seventy 
five square feet; it ste.nds ~ive stories high vli th a base-
ment beneath the first floor. Here in the b&.ee:rnent e;.re a 
storc: ge room, t h e heating system vir"J.ich is of oil, a men 's 
room c:md e. laundry t h at is not in u.se now any 111.ore. 
The street floor whi ch is the first floor, inc1udes a 
self -service cs.feteria, a rea.ding room, smoking room a.nd a 
recreation room which offers table games. No pool room 
fe.cilities here. 
On the:,n.ext.:'f.our floors a.re the bedrooms c:nd washrooms. 
There sre tv1enty two bedrooms, eighteen of which s.re double 
and the other four are sing le one s . Besides this t here &re 
three do r nitories which accomodete e tot &l of eighteen men. 
The tot e: 1 €mrolln~ent of lodgers does not exc eed six ty men. 
It cc:ters only to men. The only wo:m...an in the building is the 
m&tron who do ec the cleaning. 
There are three wa.shrooms on ecvCh of the five floors, a. 
totel of fifteert for sixty rr~en. For bathing facilities the 
building houses six showers, one on every fl oor including the 
be- s e:n:en t flo or. 
This i s a non-sectarian organization. It accepts any 
convc:lescent patient from the marine hosi-i tal until he is 
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able to go to work. 
In the ca.feteria are :pre:pared three~ meals per day for 
a very small fee. Th e bed linen is changed wee1:dy; fue r e is 
a cleen bed for eve ry nevi cor.o.er. The place is not both ered 
by pests or cochroe.ches. llevertheles s , it is extern:.inc.t ed 
faithfully once each month just t9 play safe. 
All the floors are of soft \vood. They are wa.shed once 
ec;;,ch vieek. The fi r st floor is of hardwood. .All .floors are 
all covered with lino~eum, and t h e house is cleaned every 
night in the v.reek. The place is very well ke.r t. From t h e 
basement to the top floor it is s potles s ly clea.n. Thei·e is 
con stan t inspection by various hec:.lth i n s );:. ectors a nd nev er 
e. b a d report wc.s g i v en. This i s the informati on that the 
director gave. From its ~tpp ear Gnce this seen_s to be t h e 
truth. 
The hee.l th and sani t G_ry conditions of the building are 
Q.K.' d by al l inspectors at least once each month . The b oard 
of h ea l th hE<S f c: v or abl e rerJorts . The fi r e:;:; escapes ar e ea sily 
accessabl e t o all on a l l floors . 
The r ecrec:,ti on offe r ed by this organizat i on to its 
l odgers is g i v en on Wedne sd8y cmd Sunda.y afternoons dur ing 
the y ear, ezcep t in t he summer months . The r ecreat i on 
consists of h·ro . $hows \ve e kl y, mov i es and c:. v a r iety sh ow. 
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NORTH EFn UNION 
Another personal intervi e'-'1 vJi th the director, Nr. Frank 
L. H vey. There i s an ~bundance of uaterial. gathered from 
.his interview. It is a typical settlenen hoUse. 'ili t is 
true of thi s house is true of most houses of this ty~e . 
This bui l ding was op ened to the public on January 1, 
1892 in t h e most congested dis trict of the country w.1ere t he 
population is f orever changing, it being first colonial-
Americcm , and no\v 98% Italian. 
As is th habit of privately sun;:orted social agenci s, 
the .rorth End Un ion :pi oneered in needed s rvices . It stc..rt d 
tl e firat two trade schoo l s in -evl England, for trainin in 
plumbing and rin ing; and carried them n for sixteen ec._r s, 
after which they were taken over by the v/ent 1ort In ti tute .. 
ther succes f u l experirrents v!ere c linics: a :Baby Hygier.e 
Association, one of the first playgrounds , a library and 
public baths . All of these have been tr~msferred to othe1· 
agencies, or to the City of Boston. Today its program is 
very different . This is due to the North End Union ' s 
adju s ting i t s program a.nd pr&.ctices to meet the changing 
needs of its neighborhood which it vTill continue to do. 
An adult advisory comini ttee made up of influential 
citizens living or vJorking in the North End h a s been organize 
through which this center of recreation will ascertain the 
needs of the neighborhood more directly; and the neighborhood I 
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will be brought into closer touch \>lith its Union. The 1 orth 
End Union vd ll be refer red to a s the Union fro m nov1 on in 
thi s report. 
It i s strictly non-sectarian and non-~olitical i n it s 
endeavors .. A member of the CorLrr.Uni ty Federation of Eos 0 .1 
it part icipat es in Greater ~aston ' s Community Fund an - j oi ns 
in so ci al ple.nning for all Grec:.ter :Boston. It is an agen t 
of the Benevolent Fre>.terni ty of Unita rian Churches which i s 
a lso non-sectarian and non- poli ti cc;,l. 
A playr oom fo r little tots while their mo t hers met in 
t heir clubroow~ represents the range of ages s erved by t he 
Union . Carried on under its roof or the auspices of the 
Union are social and adverti s i ng clubs t o be mentioned lat er. 
A plan for v ocat ional advi ce and help, social se1~ice 
to unfortunate f ami lies, training in hea l th and good citizen-
ship, a low-cost fuel pro ject, and education in s avings, 
thrift and insurance protection; all these are likewise in 
the year's \vork of the Union . 
They have made studies of working conditions of the 
girls attending the club house and helped remedy those 
situations that needed it. Giving girls of suitable age an 
opportunity t o meet and to have good times with boy compan-
ions under wholesome surroundings is a constc:,nt objective. 
Speakers have been here to speak to mothers on 11 Parent 
and Sex Education11 ' "Good Health at row COST 11 ' etc. . Another 
gr oup, the See Men Associati on, with character and citizen-
shi:p " as its motto , has for its chief purpose keeping the 
N'or·th End Neighborhood a safe , happy and wholesome pla.ce. 
I ts activities include the charge of three corcrni ttees nar;;e1y 
the neighborhood conditioning , safety , and law and rolice. 
They hunt out sub-standard housing conditions in the vicinity 
Emd have them attended to. They also have outstanding spea-
ke~s come in and address the younger men:bers on topics of 
personal living and comrrunity welfare. 
Looking to constant improvement of neighborhood condi -
tions, the Union is well represented at meetings of the North 
End Civic Association, and it brought about the revival of 
the North End Joint Planning Cow~uttee. 
I n looking ahead the director suggests the.t a comprehensive 
study of the work of the Union be made in relation to the 
needs of the neighborhood , wspecially the needs of its out-
of-school and unemployed youth. These are the peo~le that 
need more guid&.nce . The past director felt that there was 
need for bv :: lding up the adult work through the employment 
of a full-t!Lme worker , and also a .peighborhood visitor which 
has since been done ; and to place more emphasis on parent 
education, health training , social and economic education . 
Also needed was a play space on the roof which has been 
accomplished since , too. An improver1~ent in the recreation 
hall has ta.ken place in the form of a.n enlargen~.ent of the 
room with a new stage for .better shows along with dressing 
rooms , etc •• 
...  .. 7B ,. , 
Because funds are low, they depend a great a gre&t deal 
on voluntary donations for the purchase of equipn:.ent, for the 
use of their time, etc •• Following are a few of their imme-
diate needs as stated by the director some ten years ago. 
These are given at this time to shovl how they· have :progressed 
since e:nd continue to do. The needs then were : two sewing 
machines, shop equipment, livi ng room furniture, linens, 
kitchen equipment, bridge ts.bles, folding chairs , benches for 
the shower room, games and playground equipment , phonograph 
records, funds for taking more children on healthful and 
educc.tional trips. All of this has s ince been accomplished. 
The North End Union in its four floors includes an 
office, large hall for recreation and a social room on the 
first floor; on the second floor of this house are three 
social club rooms with tables and chairs and a piano; the 
third floor has a sewing room, a scout room, a wood- working 
shop , a nursery and a social room well equiped with lovely 
drapes, pictures and a piano. There is an ad joining kitchen 
which makes it most appr.o:priate for party arran;;ements . 
There e.re also·- -1avatories and washing facilities on every 
floor but the second for - both men and women. 
High on the rooftop is a very unique, but small chil-
dren's playground equipped with swings, sand~oxes, seesaws 
and a jungle gym. There are me:ny toys, too. This play area 
is fenced in with a high wooden fence. Here are spent many 
pleasant hours by the little tots, and ~any times when the 
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weather is hot the adults use it as a recreation outlet. 
This is a great relief from the hot and crowded streets. 
Dovm in the basement of the Unionis the gymnasium. It 
measures 35 ' x75 ' ; on one side of the gym are bleechers for 
the spectators which will accomodate about 250 people. Tre 
ventilation in the gymnasium is poor as the only means of 
fresh air are b.Y way of the windows behind the b~eechers. 
Here again we are reminded of the closeness of the buildings 
in the North End. Because they are so close the windows in 
the gyrr,nasium open into a narrow open space thus hindering 
any good ventilation that might otherwise be obtained. I f 
you can • t get what you want, then do the best JlOU ce.n with 
what you have. That is just exactly what they are doing at 
the Union. 
With the gymnasium is connected the shower room with 
six showers in one big stall. H~re in the same room with 
the showers is the dressing room with locker s, and toilet 
facilities and wash basins .with a drinking fountain. The 
arrangement seems to be somevrhat satisfactory. Of course, 
the floor here is of concrete, but all other floors in the 
building are of hardwood. 
There is a summer caiiLJl connected with the Union at 
Oldham Pond in Pembroke, Massachusetts, which is only forty 
miles from Boston ' s North End. It is for members of the 
clubhouse only, but extends its invitation to any needy child 
of the neighborhood. Because of the growing need of outdoor 
life for the children in the congested North End, the carr~ 
has outgrown the facilities of t 1le beach, playfield, dining 
hall, dorrritory, and two cottages. consequently, they are 
looking forward to expanding the place. This is also hard 
as not .only is ther~ a shortage of funds, but the purchase 
of more land nearby is hard to get. 
This ca~p is opened for use to summer can~ers with good 
supervision and instruction for ten weeks beginning July 
first. During the year winter parties are pl&nned occasion-
ally. As much use of it as is possible is had. 
The social work carried on through the Union is a worthy 
one. The neighborhood visitor makes an average of 115 home 
visits each week. Staff workers are co-operating members of 
professional groups of social progress in Boston. It is 
through their contacts with the families in the neighborhood 
that a needy child is sent to ca~. While over 200 children 
enjoy the summer vacation at the camp, (Camp Parker) still 
more are attending summer vacation school in July and August 
at the club house. Here in the city daily and weekly picnics 
are planned for the stay-at-homes. 
The North End Union building is of red brick standing on 
an area of 75'x45 1 , or 3,375 square fee t of land. Its doors 
are open to anyone at all. They have ce,tered to all ages 
from twenweight months to eighty odd years old. As of 1948, 
the Union has as registered members who pay a small fee, 980 
people; and non-members who come on special events numbered 
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as high as 1,500. The activities offered here are so many 
and so varied that to mention them all would be almost an 
impossibility, yet to mention some '"'oud be advisable. The 
following is a quick picture of the Union in action: 
1. A nursery for children from two years and eight 
months old to four yee.rs and six months old. They 
attend the nursery from nine in the morning to three 
thirty in the afternoon for a very sms.ll fee. It 
has since changed from nine in the mornipg to twelve 
·noon. This continues from Mond~y through Fridc:..y 
during the school year. There is no nursery in the 
summer. 
2. On Wednesday and Fride..y afternoons from three fifte en 
to four thirty there e.re gEJJJJ.es for the children of 
four, five and six ye~rs old. 
3. On different days of the week, from three fifteen to 
four thirty there are movies , dancing, story hour, 
ga~es, sewing, etc., for those of the ages of five , 
six and seven years. 
4. Mond&,y through Fride.y from three fifteen to four 
thirty in the e.ftern.oon there are classes for boys 
and girls in cooking, lmi tting, dre.zr.atics, games, 
and ms.ny others. These activities are for those 
\vho rcmge from eight to ten years of age. 
5. Varied activities fer ages eleven to thirteen years 
every afternoon from three fifteen to four thirty. 
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6. For mothers and gremdmothers ec: ch afternoon i E. 
offered the following: 
Monday, community nightcat ~·. sev:en ·)_.~thirj;y, for a 
very sma.ll fee there is entertaihnl.ent including 
movies, community singing end refreshments. 
Tuesday, the gre~dmothers' club at one thirty in 
the afternoon where they just gather for sociE.l 
tE.lks and refreshments. 
Thursday, mothers' clinic at one thirty on child 
care and neighborhood problems. 
The building is kept in good order by the custodi&.n and 
a helper 'l.vho go over the complete house from to:p to bottom 
every day. The lave.tories are washed and sterilized daily. 
In safeguarding against :pests the institution is fumigated 
twice each year. Because the building is so close to the 
next one there is not as much venti lction as is desired to 
make it corr.fortable enough for the crowds that frequent it. 
Other than that the building offers a very safe place for 
leisure time. There are many exits and fire-escE.pes to meet 
the safety rules and regulations. 
In its annue.l report fo r the year 1947, we find that 
the Union offered to all people in the neighborhood many 
opportuni:ties for civic, socie.l and educational improvements. 
It works vigorously and continually in the interests of free-
dom, tolerance i::nd good-will. The varied progre.;m of e.ctivi-
ties, principally of a cultural nature , utilizes natural 
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groups for the development of indiVidual attitudes, interestf 
and tc:tstes, skills and general well-being. Much friendly 
advice and counsel is given to individuals trying to work 
out peculiarly person&.l problen;.s rele~ting to educc:.tion, 
emr loyment, health, social and f inancia.l needs. The Union 
is actively engfiged in cc:::.rrying the full share of the effort:: 
aimed at alleviating or correcting underlying socis,l .:probleiDE 
that affect the welfare of large numbers of people. 
Some of the significE .. nt highlights are the s e: The n ur"' 
sery school which operc..tes to its c c.pc:t.ci ty of twenty five 
children for forty weeks with, in addition, an active parent:: 
grot:~ p; Camp Parker was used the year ' round with ninety two 
boys and girls served in the su~~er, scores of adults on 
picnics and week-end trips in the Spring and Fall, a.nd vii th 
many more enjoying its winter skating, hiking and generc:.l 
good tin1es . 
For the tenth consecutive yea r t h e Community Night 
program of music, dancing, plays, movies and games for the 
mothers has continued to serve to the full capacity of their 
largest hall. It has oper ated 460 1•1onday nights without 
fail , and is in lc..rge part self-supporting with 280 mothers 
acting through comrrdttees, and aided by a s maller mothers ' 
club plan and cont ribute to this a£fair. 
For three surrilllers a group ofy31Jung::-:men of the district 
sponsored and produced at their own cost, with the guidance 
of the Union, a series of Block Dances for t h e teen-agers. 
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These, complete with sound tr#cking and lighting on a p~ay­
grou.nd, served an a:verage of 850 youngsters one night each 
week. s.nd are loo ked upon by the neighborhood as an impor-
tant follO\oJ-through of the Recreation Project set u;p by the 
Greater Boston C01~ muni ty Council a.nd financed by the 
Community Fund during World vlar II • 
A quite nevl and notE;.ble development has been the 
~rogram f or the growing ntunber of five to seven year old 
boys and girls. The North End District has been no excep-
tion to the rising birth rate seen all over the country 
during the war yee.rs. Greater numbers of this age are conring 
in and they are hard pressed to meet the demands. They have 
express ed keen delight in the big, but nevertheless, crowdeu 
game room, gymnasivm, storytelling sessions, craft classes 
and the playground. 
The North End Union opere.ted a. playground across the 
street from them starting in mid-June to Labor Day with a 
daily attendance of two hundred from nine in the morning 
to dark. This area used as a :playground after a :publi c 
school building on its site was r azed , is now taken over by 
His Excellency, Richard J. Cushing, Archbishop of Boston. 
He is brea.king ground in May, 1950, to build a youth center. 
Other inter esting highlights in the life at the Union 
are these: sixty two educc:.tional a.nd special-interest groups 
in arts and crafts, music, dr ama., sewing and useful s _ills ; 
fourteen clubs; t wenty four gymnasium groups; thirt·een::· >. ·.-
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different services for indi vidue.ls such as ge.n;e rooms, 
reading rooms, eye clinics, lounge, music pract ice, and 
shower bc..ths; eleven different classificE,tions of sr-ecia.l 
events, end thirteen outside groups using their faciliti es 
for a tota.l of 137 grou:ps . The a.verc;.ge to ta.l attendc;.nce 
throughout the yea.r runs in the vicinity of 81,460. 
The records at the Union sho\·/ a. steadily rising pa.rti-
cipe.tion of those who a.re eighteen year s old and upwards , &~ 
consto.nt number of mother·s and older people, and a decre&.se 
of children from ten to fourteen yea.rs of e;.ge . The rec:.s on 
for this latter decline is largely due to the lack of 
leadership to supervise them. The Union is trying hard to 
get the leaci.ership necessary for the classes, but volunta.ry 
service is hard to get. Lack of funds is r the reasDni he~e. 
The North End Union has as its principle this purpose : to 
provide a center of good morE,l a,nd social influence; to 
engender a spirit of co-opere.ticn; a,nd to promote the ideals 
of der.a.ocracy for indi-vidtml, f c:mily and neighl:o:fhood im-
provement. 
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NOR'l'H BElTI'lliT STREET UJ.UUSTRI.bJ., SCHOOL 
A personal interview with the assistant d~rector was 
the best that could be obtained as the director is out in 
the field most of the time. This interview resulted in the 
folllovling information: a progra.m v:ery similar to that of the 
of the North End Union. Therefor e , in order to avoid any 
reiJetition of events, mention will be made of any noticeable 
differences. This ·is a much larger building thus providing 
more room for activit i es and the progra.m is consequently on 
a larger scale. The Industrial School, as it is usu~dly 
referred to, is approximately :four times the size of the 
North End Union. 
It has been in existence since 1885. With it is con-
nected the Social Service House; and between the two build-
ings almost every field of social work is covered . Here the 
trades are taught such as watch repairing, paint nuxing, 
ca.binet making, lighting fixtures , set'ling and cooking, 
sculpture , painting, and the Italian languege. These are 
made possible here bec&"use of the la.rge amount of space that 
the Union has not. 
A class in pre-school habit training, problem children 
in the homes, are trained and developed in self-control a.nd 
constructive actiRity . 
A Social Service Credit Union, one cf the community 
orgsnizations, is housed in this building. Classes similar 
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to those at the Union in dramatics, d&ncing, dtobating, 
mothers ' clubs, etc. are successfully ca.rried on. Here, too, 
is the problem of voluntee :c &nd part-time workers due to the 
le,ck of funds. There are a.pproximately 193 different groups 
of boys and girls, young a nd old, meet i ng here every 1eek. 
The num'ter of people the.t pass thro"t;gh it s doors each v1eek 
is 5,000 eople. 
A project carr ' ed on by this school was to hel~ social 
e.n mental health. A contribution of $ 75 ,000 'Was given fo r 
this work throvgh privE,te donE,tions. Through t he Industrial 
School ' s Work Relief Project s this money contr i buted 'n work 
relief \o1ages to he unem:rloyed. 
he Indt,strial School &.lso hfl.s c. surnmer ccmp. It is the 
oxford am in Ne~ H mpshire. It is for the mothers .:n 
heir chi l dren a r th .ov· s in the neighborhood they hav e 
t w·o caddy ca.mps at Maplewood and Bethlehem in e 'lti Hampshire 
where oys are given an oprortuni ty to eE.rn their own surnrr.Le r 
in the out-of -doors. 
_ t the clubhouse for those mothers ~nd children who 
must stay at home in the summer, is conducted a specic..l 
school . It is a rogram of da "ly picnics and outings . The~ 
also have a kinde rgc•r ten for 200 small ~~ildren . 
This buildin is also ve · \vell kept in so fa.r a s +he 
a pearance goes . It is heat d by coal. here are t vro ful -
time janitors to keep it clecm and warm. The floor s "'.re a 
_hardwood . The afety la.rJs are '1.-lell kept as there are no fire 
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hazards, and the fire-escapes are aplenty and i n th ~ ro er 
;;:laces. The bu ilding has ps.ss ed s"ll inspection ·Ji L no 
comple.ints by any hee"l th board. 
So far, ~,11 that seems to be the trouble is the lack 
of space to accomodate t ;.~_e crov1d s of people that look tovj .r d 
t __ ese i nstitutions for lei sure- time activity. 
.9 
CATHERINE MOORE HOUSE 
This institut ion is r un and oper£ted by the Sister of 
Saint Jos eph, a catholic order of nuns , under t h e g enera l 
direction of the Catholic Chari table :Surec:m of 'B oston. The 
s i s ter i n charge here is Sister Mary Susanne v1ho provided t h 
the information given in this report . 
It is a red brick building built on an area of 100 ' x25'. 
Although it is a Catholic institution it refuses admittance 
to no one. It is deep, narro\.v cmd high , standing five 
stories high plus a basement and a roof garden. The base-
ment is mainly for storc:.ge and heating, (oil). The janitor 
makes his headquarters here. The first three floors above 
the basement are used for activities , and the t wo upper ones 
for living quarters for the sisters who run the center. The 
roof is used as a rest resort for the sisters when it is not 
in use by the children. It is equipped just like a play-
ground having teeters , swings, tables and te"ble gan-es, sand-
boxes , and many chairs and t&bles. It is well protected 
agc:dnst danger since it has a high fence around it and the 
awnings to protect them from the rain and the hot sun. 
The bui lding is the cleanest of them all . All floors 
are of cement end covered with \vha.t seems to be bo.ttleshi:p 
linoleum. They are washed and waxed at least once each week 
~:md dusted every day. All e.xi ts are well marked. They have 
no trouble at all in passing any inspection by the board of 
health. The toilet facilities are adequate for the members 
of the household and the members of the clubhouse. There 
are four toilets and three showers , these being for the club 
members only. For the sisters vlho live there, there are 
three bathro oms · with wash bowls, sho\·,rers a.nd tubs. The sis -
ters who conduct tne ac t ivities here are five in number. 
\1/hen the House was built it was meant that only a f ev,r sisters 
would live there, just those who vJould conduct the activities 
and run the House. Since then, the World vlar II broke out , 
and because transpmrtati on vJas difficult for al l, the sisters 
who \vork in the nearby parochial school had to make their 
headquartes here, and beeause of the con~enience have never 
left. Hence, there are now ten more living here with no more 
toilet facilities. This also meant cutting out some play 
space for the children to provide more s~eeping room for the 
sisters. Now there are a total of fifteen people who share 
t h e facilities originally meant for ~ot more tha~ six. They 
use the two top floors. Their rooms are six single and five 
double bedrooms. These, of course, are not open to the 
public. 
The w.ho le building is fire proof. There are no fire-
escepes, but a front and rear exit. All rooms have good 
ventila tion as there are numerous windows vlhich also :provide 
good light. It has passed all healthy and s£.fety inspection. 
There are no pests and t h e building is rat proof . 
There is a kitchen and also a dining room for the s ole 
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purpose c:.nd use of the si sters . All their mea ls are prepared 
and served on the premises. 
Beca.use it is a settlement house , its nature and -activi-
ties program are run similar to those of the North End Union 
and the Industrial School. Thes e three institutions are the 
only settlements in the neighborhood; and they are just one 
block apart from each other. They are in the center of the 
di strict. 
The Catherine r,Ioore House is opened to boys and girls 
in-' the afternoon from three fifteen to five for ages three to 
t vTelve years; and in the evening for adults and teen-agers 
from seven thirty to nine t h irty. It is closed all day 
Sundays , holidays and Holy Days of the Catholic Church. It 
is open for activities on Saturday in the morning when the 
women of the neighborhood come for a social get together 
from nine thirty to eleven thirty. 
Besides conducting such activities as in the other ~~ ~ l 
settlements such as crafts , sewing, coo king , etc., they have 
been able through the Red Cross to hav e some health education 
for its youth, namely good groominge: courses, first aid and 
the like. This has been:.. discontinued temporarily as the Red 
Cross can give no time at present. There is hope that it will 
be resumed soon. 
As in all club houses ther are ahmy s many pamphlets and 
fliers to be distributed which are supplied by the city snd 
st&te health department&. They have also given from time to 
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time, lessons on the proper foods for hec.l th. 
A full-time social worker keeps her headquarters in 
this building working in conjunction with the organization. 
Her job is to take care o£ needy families and to supply t b em 
with the necessities of life. This is done by personal vi s 
visits. On discovering those in need she recommends them 
to the proper authorities for their special needs and 
follo;..TS through to make sure they have been well ce-red for . 
They are supplied with such things as clothing, medicine , 
food, etc •• 
To help eut,:.-wi th ;vthe.Lprggr.<?,m·. andd its acti viti es there 
are several volunteer' workers from the Catholic colleges, 
and some of the neighbors in the district. 
No more need be said of its activities as it would only 
be a repetition of the ~ctivities in the other two settlement 
houses. Because this is the smallest of the three settle-
ment houses its activities are fewer and more limited. They 
do very nicely, anyway! It is a breathing space for the 
child or adult in a congested area like the North End. 
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SACRED HEART CHURCH 
A personal interviev1 with the pastor of the church, the 
Reverend Arn&.ldo Vanoli, revealed the follo\.ving inforrration: 
This church runs a school by the name of Saint John School. 
It was built quite some time ago, and within the last two 
years a playground we.s made of the roof the full size of the 
building which measures l00'xl00 '. It was an old building 
with school rooms that were condemned by the Boston Board of 
Health; so the Sacred Heart Church took over and rebuilt the 
\.vhole structure vii th modern improvements. One would never 
believe it ,is the sE~e building fro m the dras tic changes 
that have been made . 
Since its renovation it is now one of the outstanding 
buildings in the vicinity. At one time the top floor of this 
same building was the third largest hall in the city of Bosto 
with a seating capacity of 5,000 people. The new playground 
on the roof is able to hold as many people. The sanitary 
conditions in this building have been so improved to see ~, 
them is the only way to really believe it. Just below the 
roof playground are the most attractive and nicest w&shrooms 
and lava.tories in the city . They are all tile from the floor 
up. It is a large room with fourteen toilets c..nd four wash 
bas i ns for the men. For the girls there a r e ten toilets and 
five wash bc-.sins. .~e ;.· lavatories for boys are on the floor 
below these of the girls . 
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The playground on the roof is the tB.lk of the town. It 
is above the second floor of the building which stands as 
high e.s any ordinary five story structure. The f l oor of the 
playground is of asphalt which allows for skating, dancing 
and games. It is fenced in by a six foot strong cross wire 
with no ch&nce of any one falling off. All precaution has 
been taken to make this a safe place for activity . 
Due to lack of supervision and equipment this playground 
in the sky cannot be put to its best use as yet. Before long 
theTe is no doubt that it vlill be the best attended and best 
run recreation center in the neighborhood. There high hopes. 
To speak of the rest of the building, it contains 
classrooms as any ordinary school building does. This being 
a parochial school it is run by the sisters. They are the 
Sisters of Saint Joseph who occupy the Catherine Moore House. 
Anmther great improvement that has taken place in this 
building is in the basement. This floor was the mos t detri-
mental place ever in exist ence for health reasons. At one 
time the writer t augh t in this school and had to use the 
basement for physical activity. There were old lavatories, 
very little light, many posts in the wa~, the floor was of 
red brick end not at all level; the place was always damp 
and gloo~, and also dirty. 
V.lhen the building WE:ts renov&ted they rebuilt the base-
ment floor to rr~ke it look like new. It is the greatest 
contribution to health t hat could ha,ve ha.:Ppened in the 
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district. It shows that someone is interes ted in the welfar E 
of t h e peopl e of t h e North Bnd , enough to lift them from the 
d i r t t h ey wer e l ying i n. Thi s same basement is no\1 one of 
the ni c e s t recrea.tion hal ls made a.va.ila.ble t o t he res i d<?nts . 
I t h a s a low ceil i n g wh i ch lind ts it tc t h e t y:pe of activ i -
ties tho.t ma.y teJte p l a.ce ther e . out s ide of tha.t it is ideal . 
The floor has been changed to concrete ; some of the 
posts have been removed; windows have been inst&lled; new 
lights have been put in ; a, good paint job has been done ; a. 
platform has been erected f or entertainn~nt; a j uke box w~s 
purchased for it; lave.tories and washing facilities have 
been put in ; and now it is ready for good wholesome leisure-
time recre&t i on . 
The activities conducted in this baseRent are rG6.ny. It 
is open to any orgc:.nizati ont in .~_, the n eighborhood that wishes 
to make use of it . It is a breathing space for t he North 
Enders . 
In the r ear of the church is another recreation h all 
which is quite srr..all, but offers G.nother breather for the 
young boys of the parish~ It measures 50 1x30' . This, too , 
has a lovJ ceiling , a nd is not toe well ventilated . However, 
not to o many people congrgate here &t one time . It is mainly 
for the use of t h e altar boys of the parish . From time to 
time movies are held here for the " sma.l l fry 11 of the J;:a.rish 
for which a fee of ten cents is 1 aid ; and in the evening f or 
the parents the same movie is sh own for a fee of twenty five 
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cents. The idea is to keep the people in that vicinity 
occupied and off the streets . A good ste:p toward preventing 
delinquency. 
It might be of interest to you to lmcw tha.t in order to 
get the Saint John School Building in its present condition 
an expense of $50 ,000 went into it. Of this amount $20,000 
was utilized for the toilet faci lities s.lone. The plumbing 
and seni ta.ry arx·anger. ent is one of the best in the city of 
:Boston. This is the biggest stepping stone to better hec.lth 
that has been done in the Nor:th End up to date. 
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SAHTT lEONARD'S CHURCH 
The data obt&.ined on this institution was through the 
co-o~eratlon of the school director, the Reverend Leonard 
Bacigalu:r;o. Whatever recreation goes on here is done in t h e 
school building. The school connected with this church is 
the Saint Anthony School. It being &. regule.r school s e t-up 
no need of telling of the cls.s s rooms as they are the se: me 
a.s any ordinary school building wi t h the classr ooms , toilets, 
water fo untains , etc •• 
All the recreat i on tha.t t :.oke s place in this parish is 
done in the school hall. It is in the basement of the 
building and measures 60 ' x25'. The ceiling is low; the vlin-
dows are close to the ceiling and ar-e smt.ll. There is a 
platform for enterts.inr1ent and shows which is tlsed very much. 
The hall accomodates approxims.tely 200 peO):le , a11d even then 
it is not too comfortE:ble. 
The type of recreation offered here is movies twice 
each week, in the afternoon for children for a. fee of five 
cents, and in the evening for adults for a fee of twehty five 
cents. Other evenings it is used by the various organization 
of tbe parish ·vrhich are ma.ny. They conduct ple,ys, d&.nces , 
penny sales and a number of other activities . The hall is 
seldom idle. .Any ple.ce wgere people may gather is c. breather 
for the r esidents of the North End, just to get out of the 
cro·wded homes. A pls.ce to meet their friends is all they ask 
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for . 
The toilet faciliti e s are not of t he best. One lErge 
toilet room for the youngsters \'lhich is the only one made 
a.vail&ble to those who use the hall as the schoe:l building 
is not open to those using the recreation hall. In spite 
of this the parishoners enjoy the use of the hall a"s still 
another plc;.ce to go to when looking for recreation . 
Other than thi s hal l the church hc·s no f&.cili tie s on i ts 
prerri se s for recreation . Nevertheless, much is done with 
what they hc:ve . The most is done with the little space they 
have to offer . 
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SAINT !lif.ARY 'S CHURCH 
Upon speaking \d th the pastor of this church, the 
Reverend Edward J .. \mal en , the follo\ving inforroati c,n w.s:.s 
given : \'wlhat they have to offe:r in recrea.tion is done in the 
school hall connected with the chur Ch . It is Saint Mary ' s 
School Hall. This hall measures about 100 ' x55 1 • It is 
somewhet like e. little theatre. It seats 780 :t.JeO.f.le . Every 
other week movies are held here; in the afternoons for the 
children of the parish at ten cents ea.ch ; Pnd in the evening 
for the adults at a fee of twenty five cents. 
·vli thin the school building is a gyrnna.sitU'Jl. that mec..sures 
35 ' x70 '. I t is used every day by the children of the school. 
There are about 100 children that make use of it dai ly. 
They have some supervision. Here are orgs.nized teams in the 
sports of baske tba.ll, softball and sometimes volleyball . 
The toilet fa.cili ties in the b ui lding are substs.ntial. 
There are two wc:~ sh:r· ooms for the boys, and two for the girls. 
The sanitary conditions of the building meet with the 
approval G.nd sati sf Ecti on of the health inspectors. The 
heating system is through oil; the ventilation is good due 
to high ceilings and nmr..erous windowl3 . The school custodic:m 
keeps the plac e cleEn by washing it onc e ec..ch \v e ek besides 
sweeping it daily. There are no pests here . 
Other activities for the farishoners are :parties for the 
t een - s.gers , and danc es besides competitive s}:.orts . As with 
10~ 
all other churches in the neightorhood , frequ ent picnics 
a.nd trips are planned for the children and the pa.rents of the 
pa.rish . 
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SAINT STEPl'J""EN 'S CHUHCH 
Since an interview with the pastor of the church was 
im:possi ble due to . illness, one of the cure.~es , a Father 
Hardigan , spoke for the Reverend Mourice J. O'Brien, the 
:pestor. In the discussion the following inforn;a.t i on was 
disclosed: Within the last two years many chsnges have t~.ken 
place with errphasis on the recreation facilities for its 
pe.rishoners. The basement of the church has been transferred 
into a recreation center for the youth of the neighborhood. 
This s:t:ace measures 80 ' xlOO ', has e.n asJ-halt f l oor , good 
lighting because of the mE-ny windows , _ good vent i lation and 
is fitted for sound. 
It has been equipped with eili electric record player for 
dancing in the evening for teen-a.gers. Many dc:.nces and 
parties are held here for c. very small fee . Every Friday 
evening a special dance is held Vihich is attended by some 
200 teen-agers from the district and their friends . 
The hall is available for use to any group who wish to 
use it for cmy s_r,eci&l event with the 11errdssion of the 
pastor. Meetings of all kinds are held here. It is another 
breathing srace for the people in the neighborhood. 
:Because the hall has been built with a platform for 
plays &.nd other entertainment, m~:my groups take &dvanta . .ge of 
thi s a.nd ];:.Ut on plays a.nd shows for the benefit of the 
church and church groups. Many good times are held here . 
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This hall was at one time the lo\-Ter church where 
services were held. But because there are three other 
Catholic churches in the vicinity they felt that the up~er 
church would accomodat e the people nea.r it . and more use 
could be rLade of the basement as a place of recreation to 
h e lp keep the peor;le off the streets at night and provide 
for them a place vJhere they could meet their friends and 
enjoy their leisure time. It has certa.inly :Proved its v.JOrth. 
To e,dd to its worth the hEll he.s been very nicely 
decorated with beautiful drar·es on the windows , love ly 
.. .... 
!· 
:pictures, and good colorsc.herr.ing; , it is kept clea.n end in 
... . 
order by the c&.reta.ker of the church. A curate of .. the church 
supervise~ it. It has passed all heslth insrect i on. 
A temporery schedule is no v-1 in opere: ti on. It is subject 
to chc..nge when things get rolling age,in in the fs .. ll. This 
is the tent&tive progr&m: 
11iondais , at s e.ven thirty in the evening, an organization 
,• 
of thechurch known as the Young Ladies ' 
Sodality, holds a meeting &,fter which they are 
allowed to use the record player for generc:.l 
de.ncing . OccasionHlly they serve refreshments 
at these meetings. 
Tuesdays, another group, the Labor Guild, meets under 
the new pastor aprJointed wh.i le this study w&s 
'·, . 
being made, The Revererid Joseph a •. Robinson. 
Fridays, there is general dancing for te en-agers. 
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Let it not be forgotten that the h Ealth and sanitary 
conditions are provided for very well; this hall is well 
equiJped with toilet facilities &nd wash ' s~ins : and founta · n 
f or drinking. 
Thus f&.r in the study it is rea.<ii1y seen that the 
gre&test interest lies with the teen-agers. t is a.t this 
ag e th<:Jt all over- the country the need i s felt the greatest. 
Consequently our churches are going along the right ath ;s,nd 
doing their share to help the de inc1nency problem confron ing 
he country. 
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MICHElJillGELO SCHOOL CLNTER 
This center 1 s a department of tl:,e Ektended Use. of 
Pu l "c Schoo l s of Boston. twas established in 1915 and 
maintained by the Boston School Comr.ai t tee a s the Neighborhood 
Club House, offering young men a nd women and adults informal 
educs"t i onal and recreational activities, and other opportu-
nities for civic betterment of the community . 
Hov; well it has served the North End is shovm in the 
follo \ving program; and in a large lti/E~y 'by the living testi-
monials of the many thousands of p eople who have 'benefited 
by it s many activities. Be inning \vith four c l ubs a clas-
s es in 1915 , the !v'f..ichelangelo School Genter hc:.s ste&di ly 
grown until it is today one of the larg est institutions of 
its kind in the entire city. 
Under the able management of J.lir. John A. Scanga , 
appointed as the manager of the center since it cE.me into 
existence, the following program is a sample of what tb.is 
institution has off ered and still does to the people in the 
community : 
1. The Women's Club is a group of homemakers of the 
comrrunity . They share trials , tighten friendshi~s , 
and are always hel pful to eE~ch other in the cornmuni t;}' 
They a r e a merry , musical and sympathetic group . 
2. The Armantine Club is a civic , social and athletic 
organization of young men stressing public s:peaking , 
comrnuni ty service , educat ional and civic move rr:ents. 
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3. The Betsy Ross Club is made up of young girls v1ho 
are interested in sewing c;,ncl various other f orms of 
hEndcre:ft. 
4. The Dram..atic Club is a grolilp that is seriously 
studying the structur e and presentn~ent of legi ti1L£.te 
drama , 11 The Play 's t he Thing" • 
5. The Variety Club is a social group of young l a di e s 
and men enjoying individua l expre ssion, esiecially 
in minstrelsy , general singing, solos , and drarratic 
sketch work. 
6. The Needlecra.ft Club is a group of young \.;omen viho 
croch et hats and .iuake various needle-t,.;crked c:.rticles 
for home decorati ons . 
7. The Girls ' Athletic Club is a group of y oung girls 
interested in general physical and social activities . 
8. The Choral Club is mixed group interested in choral, 
solo and oper study and :production. A worthwhile 
club for the adv&ncement of musical aptreciation . 
9. The Senior Cooking Club is made up of women who 
believe that economical foods , scienti:f icBlly and 
at tre.ctively prepared, are greatly responsible for 
the heELlth, happiness and contentment of home life . 
10. The Auto Mechanica Club is a group of young men 
interested in engine construction and re1Jairs ; rear 
end , transmission , clutch and motor trouble hunting. 
11. The Rambl ers Cl ub is a group of young ladies inter-
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ested in knitting, embroidering, fl0"11ier making and 
remodeling dresses . Useful, but with more than a 
pas s ing thought for the artistic and beautiful 
t hings of life. 
12 .Th:e ::Novel:ty Club is made up of young ladi es who 
work together doing v2-.rious kinds of err.broidery , 
knitting, crocheting , dressmaking and milinery wor k; 
all to beautify the home , and perhaps the homemaker. 
13.The Sheet Metal ·work Club has serious young men 
inter ested in the fund&.mentals of the trade as \'le l l 
as in the producing of a variety of met&l home or na-
ments. 
14.The V/oodworking ClUb has young men working in wood. 
They make ornamental and useful and novelty work. 
15.The Idylers ' Club includes women , especially home-
makers tvho devote their time to a regula r social 
program as v-:ell as IDE.ki t1g clothes and all kinds of 
hand work for home and personal use . 
16 .The Dressma.king Club has young t'Torrien making clothe s 
for the entire fa.mily , and r enova ting old ones . They 
do such fine handwork E.s embroidery &.nd Italian 
cut work. 
17 . The Embroidery Club is stri c tly for young women who 
are interest ed in just embroidery . 
18.The Drees mc;.king Cl ub is for women interested in 
making coats, dresses and other articles for wear i ng 
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apparel , and also draperies and cu:btains, etc •• 
19.The Dante Debating Club is for young men studying 
and applying tbe rules of parliament8ry procedure, 
public speaking and debating. 
20 20.The Lamp Shade Making Club is for young women inter-
ested in making lamp shades and other decorative 
novelties for the home. 
2l.The Junior Cohking Club is for the teen-agers inter-
ested in the art of home making , cooking , how to 
entertain, and what and how to serve their guests . 
All theabove activities are open to thepeople of the 
neighborhood for eight months of the year beginning in the 
month of October to May. Besides the already mentioned 
activities there ar c weekly movies for the children which 
brings the attendance for the year up to 40 ,000 and 50,000. 
There are thi rty classrooms in the building for regular 
day school sessions. These same rooms are used for the 
evening school center activities. 
The facilities are the same a s any public school \vhich 
means that lavatories and \.vashing facilities are a]?lenty . 
The gymnasium which is used for all social dancing, 
athletics and any inforw~l gathering measures 50 ~x50 1 • There 
is an auditorium which seats 1,000 peoi:le; it is very attrac-
tive and clean and well kept , well ventilated and hes.ted , too. 
The seats are stationary since the Cocoanut Grove disaster. 
Thi s used to be used as a dancehall a.nd for all social a:ffai1· • 
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During the Center seas on the building is opened for 
activities on Wednesday and Frid&y evenings. It is open to 
those who are sixteen years of age and older . They may even 
come from another district if those districts do not pr ovide 
any such activities . 
The building is f±reproof. Its floors are of 11 terazZo ", 
which is the proper n ame Of concrete. The building is kept 
clean and in order by the three custodians employed by the 
city as permanent men. Each one takes care of a floor. 
This building is really a God send to the community 
because it is the only one of good sj_ze for any great number 
of people. 
'-
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CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 
In looking ahead the community youth services should 
make a study of the work in relation to the needs of the 
neighborhood, especially of the needs of its out-of-school 
and unemployed youth. These are the people that need more 
guidance than any other age group. 
Delinquency grows among the young when thrown upon the 
streets due to crowded ho~es where there is no room for play 
but just to eat and sleep! 
Habits, good or bad, are very easily established in the 
period of early childhood. Doctors stress the great impor-
t ance of ~hese years in laying the foundation of good 
~hysical health; and psychologists point to them as respon-
sible for the beginning of right mental, emotional and 
physical development as well. But it was not until recently 
that educators became interested in the possibilities of 
these years as regards positive training outside the home. 
Therefore, some of the youth centers have undertaken to 
conduct habit training classes . The aim of such a class is 
to correct the wrong habits and establish right ones in t hei r 
places. The r esults have been most gr&tifying. Children who 
have defied correction of temper and lack of self - control and 
freak habits from the more usualc tl;lumb-r .·su:ck±ng::- to eating 
hair, quickly respond in class atmosphere, under scientific 
management. Success of the habit training involves the 
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maintenance of intirr~te contact with the home, a contact 
which would strengthen educ~.tional efforts at &ny period. 
Direct attempts should be made to interest g roups e,t 
street corners, pool rooms and elsewhere of a type that can 
bene:fi t immensely by orge.nized recreation . ; A distinctive 
feature of the sl1..1m aree. is that its recres.tion pro j ect is 
its integration in the neighborhood , that is life in general. 
It is the intent that the program shall reflect the wishes, 
· E:.nd enjoy the support o:f' the people of the individual 
neighborhoods . 
Social contacts are many, varied in nature, and intimat~ 
Since minds are rela.tively :free, they will acquire a volume 
of social relations and reactions of pupils will develop 
h&.bi ts . Consequently, through :r;hysicc.l activity or recrea-
tion these objectives e.re obtc:ined in the social aspect: 
initiative, !JerseverEnce, self-control , courage, cou:rtesy, 
honesty , justice, co-operetion in all its aspects , sympathy , 
loyalty and charity . 
The mental e.ctiv:i.ties of pupils e.rc stin:ulated both 
directly and indirectly by their .Physical act i vities. 
Directly every muscle , or better still, every muscular 
contraction has a concomi tc:~nt nervous impul s e which me;y be 
carried to the brG.in a.nd stimulate thought , or a,_ t lec:.st the 
senses, which will in turn stimulate observa.tion and thought. 
Indirectly, since .:phy s ica.l a.cti viti e s are conducted in the 
presence of a. chEmging environment , a..wa.reness of nature \·Jill 
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follow. From these 11 awar enesses 11 scientific and artisti.c 
activities may be induced \vi th some guidance from leaders. 
Aprreciation will be acquired, a.nd hence, culture. 
It is generEJ.lly recognized that the emotions of the 
individuals must be given prime consideration throughout the 
entire educational program if the best results are to be 
obtained . Participation in team games places a ptq:il in 
situations where they are under 11ressure , and emotional 
control may be easily lost. Contirmed participation under 
skillful guidance gives particiJ1ants ample OJ;iJ;ortunij;y to 
learn Emd practice the control of their errotions under 
strain. An athletic contest with its high hopes, its elation 
of victory s.nd its disapJ?ointments in defeat , help to prepare 
for the emotional crisis in life . 
~Organized physical activity should aim to make 
the individual's potentialities in all its phases of 
life , includ i ng his finest possible capacity for adjust-
ment to the world in which he lives, by placing him in 
an environment s.s favo1·c:ble as poss i ble to the promotion 
of such big muscle and other responses or E:.ctivi ties as 
will best contribute to this purpose ." 
Physical activity is related to psychology in t h at it 
is not what one does, but wh at rr.akes him do it that is 
importa.nt . Through the motor e.ctivi ti es we find out why a 
child reacts a certain way . This is where t he knowledge of 
¥.An Introduction To Physical Educati on" by E .W. Noxon and 
F . \v . cozens; pub. by W.B. Saunders co., Phila. , Pa ., 1934 
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the la\vs of learning s"p:ply. The development of mo to r skills 
is based on the sound principle of psychology. 
~For every child a comrrv.nity which recognizes 
end plans for his needs, protects him against d.angers, 
morel hazards, and disec;ses; provides him with sa.fe and 
vJholesome p laces for play e.nd recreat i cn; and makes 
provision f or his cul turc;;"l and social ne eds • 11 
U'nr would like to see every boy and girl in li.ID.eri-
ca provided not only with the neces sities of life a.nd 
education, but \vi th a rea.l creative guidEmce progr a.m. u 
Every man should have certain forms of recreation which 
require little space and which can be fitted into small 
fr agments of time. It is to 'te remelT:bered that rest, re:po se, 
reflection and contempla.tion are in themselves r=... form of 
recreation and ought never to be crm.vded out by more act ive 
play. Ultimate satisf e.ction in recreation comes only thro1.:.gh 
one's achiever:ent of some kind. 
The h a ppy play of childhood -is essential to normal 
gro\vth. Normal men are rr:ost likely gro\vn from the children 
who ha.ve :played well and. hc.ppily. Normal men more easily 
continue normal as tbey keep up chi ldhood hc.J: i ts of play. 
lL . . . 
-;: .Lhe Children 's Charter fr om 11BuJ..ld for Tomorrow11 , a bocklet 
put out by the u.s . Gov't, pub. 
g/11 :Eui 1d for Tomorrow" , quotatH>n by J. Edgar Hoover, se:me 
issue as t l2.e above quotation 
Participation as a citizen in the co-operative building of & 
better way of life in which all rrEy share is one of the most 
perr1:.anently s&ti sfying fo rms of recres.tion. That children, 
men and v.romen mey be more li kely to live this kind of life, 
experience sho\vS there is need for COL11i.1Uni ty action. 
y' 
·X· 11 The health of the corr.JTUni ty is, a.fter ell, not a 
group of specie,l interes ts. It i s essenti&lly a single 
interest with different aspects . To exalt one of them. 
to get it out of focus, and to urge it at the ex~ens e 
of other essential factprs , is unscient ific, w&,steful 
and misleat:,ing. Only as the essential unity of th <J task 
is recognized cmd es those who represent different 
phases of vJork together in constc:.nt conference and 
accordance with a comprehensive program c~:-n the best 
results be secured . " 
If all the recreation agencies were a part of the local 
health council, they could help the coro~nity more &long the 
health &.nd se.ni tary conditions. The co-oper&tion of rcan:y is 
needed to make t he hea.l th of the community a reality. A 
health council is a Irieet ing ground for alJ forc es r.aa.King for 
good public hee 1 th in <:i coiP..rPuni ty; it is a v1or king toge ther, 
surveying the whole broad picture of community hec-.lth needs, 
di scouraging unmet needs , a.nd developing plans for meeting 
~Stepping Stone s to Health", quotaticn by Dr. George E. 
Vincent, forrrer rresident of the Rockerfeller F oundation; 
pub . by t he National Health Council, 1790 Bdwy, N.Y . 
L ________ _ 
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t hose needs, demons trc:ti ng nev1 services through member 
a.g enc ie s ; it is deV:eloJ;:ing a well-rounded colTlmuni ty program 
and keeping pur:lic interest in health at E . high pi t ch. It 
i s easier for a united group to accomplish this than f or 
many isolated agencies all trying individually to bring 
about the same results. Each member agency keeJ>s its inde-
pendence , but all pla.n and 1..10rk together on h ealth problems 
to the solution of which they cc;.n a l l make a contri buticn. 
As ststed -r evious ly in th "s study, sixty fo ur nat · cns 
in r ecognizing heeilth define it a.s a s tat e of complete 
physical, menta l a.nd social well-being, not merel 
ence of disease or infirmi ty. 
_e a -
uring the Bst fifte en years severc-,1 slum cleBrance 
projects have been ca.rri ed out. These have made the district 
les era\ ed , lTlor e healthf ul and pleascmt, ut have efini e~ 
y decreased the population and in the same proportion the 
circu at ion of ooks. at t e library in the district . Thes e 
proj ects are : 
1. The 1t i d ening of' Cross treet, and t e e r e c t ion 
of the blS terminal S the wtartin in f or 
the North Sho r e. 
2. The opening of t e Sumner Tunne l to E st oston. 
3. The dedica.t 5_cn of t h Paul Hevere Ma 1 , a so 
lmo ·m a the Prado , \vhich eant razing many 
houses to make room f or breathing space con c.,n 
op n meeting place for the res idents. 
4. The dismantlin of the old gas house on Prince 
Str e t , c:.nd convert i n:; t his 1 nd. i nt &. l~r e 
terrace plf.,ygro n 
t might e of intere-Jt to any ne i they ould ];- end 
o~ e ·1ee-: r a ont-:1. i n the·· or th End of J3os on; this wo .ld 
ce t e only true \vf.J. of understending the mo e -"' liv .:ng · n 
t h s l ums . To describe quickly the d ay ' s activ ities ~oul 
sound like this ; off to vmrk in the morning, most of th 
time in some f ac tory ; home f or din: er or sup:rer; o1:m to the 
cor er t o see their friends; th n c.yb e to t h e club nou e; 
t: en to a movie reg&.r l ess of the pict 1re sho\·ling; and h e 
home .g a in to sit on t he doorstep c:nd chat for s om tL , 
and off to bed . This is very tru e and chc;;.ra.cteristic of 
most of the resident s of the orth End. 
For many years while the vlri ter v1orked on the l c:.y-
gro nd s in the district she tried in v a in to get the youth 
int rested in outside activ ' tie s such as public co c erts 
w i ~h were f ree of c ~rge; or to vis i t plac es of interes t 
like the Haparium in the Chris tio..n Sc ience Building , again 
fr ee of charge. It \'Tas ·ust i .- o si ble to get t hem t ove 
a 1ay f rom their et doorsteps.. They are perf ectl~ content 
t o do ··rhc-ot th ey h ave be Gn oing for years. For thi s reason 
the centers of recreati on are a l ways trying to get t he 
general public interested in broadening the peo~le in t he 
North End by bringing to them those act i vit ies which they 
n e ed . As is said many t i mes, "All work and no play make 
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Johnny a dull boy". They wi ll go on picnics if a lec..der 
will plan for it, but they don ' t take the initiative. 
Direct attempts are made t c interest groups at street 
corners, pool rooms and elsewhere of a tyfe who can benefit 
immensely by organized recreation . A distinctive featur e of 
thecity recr eE.ti cn project is its integration in neighbor-
hood life. It is the intent c.. l ways thet the progr a m she:.ll 
reflect the wishes, and enjoy the sup~ort of t h e people of 
the individual neighborhoods . 
Demonstrations and exhibitions are given from time to 
time by all recreation centers to show the public what is 
being done by them, and e.lso lobking for further suggestions 
and help from the citizens of the neighborhood . 
The reason that Boston can do so much f or its people 
in the slums is due to the fact that there are many endorse-
ments and private contributions provided for this specific 
purpose of recreation where it is most needed . All this in 
addition to the tax fund of the city. Follow~ng is a quick 
sun:mary of the tax situation throughout the l arger cities in 
the United states as of 1948. Th ey are in the· order of the 
tax rates. The next page gives the picture: 
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City Tax Rate 
1. San Francisco, Cal. ~p 56 .. 20 
2. Bo stan, 1-.fass. $ 53.40 
3. Los Angeles, Cal. $52. 23 
4. 1-.fi 1 vJauke e, \•li s • $40.87 
5. Pittsburgh, Pa. $42.00 
6. Detroit, Mich. $34.01 
7. Philadelphia, Pa. $32.75 
B. Clevel and, Ohio $3l.QO 
9. New York City $ 29.70 
10. Baltimore, Md. $29.61 
1. Buffalo, .Y. $29.51 
1 2. Chic2go, Ill. $27.50 
13. st . Lo.uis , 1-'Io. $ 27.40 
Population 
as of 1940 
634,536 (807,700) 
in 1948 
770,816 no esti-
mate since 
1,504,227 (1,877,81) 
est. 1947 
587,472 no esti-
mate since 
665,384 (671,659) 
est. 1947 
1,632,452 (1,750,000) 
est. 1947 
1,931,334 (2,125,000) 
est. 1948 
878,336 (885,000) 
est. 1945 
7,454,559 (624,000) 
est. 1947 
859,100 no esti-
mate since 
575,901 (615,000) 
est. 1946 
3,396,808 (3,675,000) 
est. 1948 
816,048 (902,000) 
est. 1948 
From the above li st it may readily be seen that Boston 
i s the second highest on the list of large .A..l!leri cc:m cities. 
s shown by thes e figures Boston ' s tax rate more than doubles 
that of 3t. Louis """'C ~r~t "Ro s:;ton has a lov,rer population rate. 
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It is n o wonder, then , that we cru1 do so much for our citi -
zens in Boston. We are proud of our recreation centers and 
what they have to offer our people. We only regret that 
there are not more of them. 
Through the succeeding per iods of immigrEtion, war 
booms, depressions, and reconstruction, settlen~en ts have 
pleaded for tenement laws, slum clearance, and low-cost 
housing in their o\vn area,s and across the country . 
Through the years health has a lso been a vital concern. 
Sanitation, visiting nurse service, medical supervision in 
schools, baby clinics, dental care , health centers, fresh 
air camps , and he&.lth insurance are but a. fe'ltJ of many 
services for which settle~ent leaders have striven. 
I n recreation the range of inspired leadershi:p rea.ches 
from settlement bEickyards to school playgrounds, park areas, 
municipal gymnasiums and lei sure time assoc i ations. 
Democracy today still has its frontiers. Racial intole-
rance has loomed up again since ~vorld \var II. The needs of 
ill-housed millions bring new slum clearance and low-cost 
housing into the spotlight. Thespectacle of the aged crowded 
into tenements calls for the human touch as wel l as financial 
assist&nce . Problems of fc:.mily life are critical. Alcoho-
lism, delinquency, and divorce shake the stability of home 
life. Guidance of youth with the tools of social science 
challenge young professionals to apply their skills in settle. 
ment group work and corr.JIJ.Unity organization. City neighbor-
hoods, testing r-laces of den~o cracy, offer o.s & vi tc: l <:~ 
challenge to the college grc..due.te today as diG. Whi t echapel 
to Oxford and Cambridge men in 1875. 
Earlier in this study it wa.s stated that five percent 
of t_ e total area i s to be set a.side for p lay space in srna.ll 
parks, and five more percent in a f ew l arge parks ; this 
means t ha.t a total of ten percent i s advisable for recrea.t ion 
in any l arge city. If this holds true, then in summing up 
the totcl space a llot t ed to the resident s of the Nor t h End, 
t hey stEnd very f&r behind the requirement. 
The total area of the North End is one square mile or 
640 acres. If we consider ten percent of this it would ~ean 
thE~t sixty four acres of the district should be for play a nd 
recrea.tion. However;; in adding the sum total of Ct.ll the 
recreation in the neighborhood and the spa ce allowed for it, 
the amount of space is approximately 14.84 acres. This is 
a little les s than one fourth of the required ten percent. 
As suming that five percent were sufficient, there is still a 
great shortage of play space he r e , less than one half the 
requirement. 
To describe this better still, a su~~Bry of the a r eas 
will follO\v showing the a n:ount of space they have to offer 
for play and recreation , with apJ;roximate figures only: 
:1..2' 
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1. Branch ~ibrary- ------- -------------.10 acre s 
2. J:f.d.chelangelo School Center--------2 . 00 11 
3. North Bennet Gym and Shovlers -------.50 " 
total for public buildings---------------- --2. 60 
4. Playgrounds 
a. Copps ' Hill--- - ---- - ----------.60 acres 
b. Foster---------~--- -----------.10 
c. Greenough Lane----------------.23 
d. Health Unit------- --- - - -- - ----.10 
e. North End Park- ----- - --------3 . 00 
f. Paul Revere Mall and Prado----. 76 
g. Prince Street-----------------.40 
h. Snowhill------ ------- --------1.13 
i. Vincent Cutillo------ - --------.48 
total for playgrounds-- - ------ -- ---- ---6 . 80 
Independent Centers 
1. Boston Baptist Bethel------- - ----- - . 22 acres 
2. Boston Seamen ' s Home---------------.22 11 
3. Children ' s Haven- ... --------- - ------ - . 44 11 
4. }!ariner ' s House------------------ - -.44 11 
5. Social Serv ice House------ ------- --. 22 11 
t otal fo r independent centers------- - ------ 1 . 54 
Red Feather Services 
1 . North End Union-------- - ---- - - ----- .50 acres 
2 . North Bennet st . Ind . School- - - - --2 . 00 II 
3 . Cc>.therine I.roore House------ ... ·------ . 25 11 
total for Red Feather Services~-------------2.75 
Churches 
1. Sacred Heart--------~--- ~---------1.10 acres 
2. St . Leonard's--- - ----------- - ------.10 11 
3 . St. Mary's-- -----------------.:.~----- . 45 •• 
4. st. Stephen's------------ ... ---------.50 II 
total for churches-- - ------------- - ---------2 . 15 
Grand tote,l for play and recreation in acres---------1~.84 
Is it possi lle to picture e.bout 20 , 000 peor·le in recr e-
a t ion with a space, of less than ei':i.Xteen o.cres? Yet t :his is 
the situation that confronts the re s ident s of t h e Nor th End. 
Tr ue, ther e are rr~e:my recx e:ati on centers and nurre:r·ous 
activ ities; bu t not enough t o s a ti sfy and a ccoffiodete the 
populati on in the d i strict. 
The N·orth End Park, for insts.nce, measur es three acres 
CRITICI~fS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Community recreat ion programs shc.uld continue through-
out the year. In the North End they drop t he regular club 
classes for the summer and conduct summer camps and outdoor 
activities . Some, not all, continue the club clas s work; 
this should be carried all year through along with the out-
door activities because there are those children that c''.n-
not do or t &ke part in the activiti es ca r r ied on on the :~fY -
:plc;ygrounds. All cases be c;ring in mind the indiv j_dual dif-
ferenc es should be taken into consideration. However, they 
are trying to meet with this demand if t he leadership is 
availeble. That is the bigge s t problem of all. 
Every corrll'JUni ty needs playgrounds , parks c.nd recreati en 
areas j u s t e.s every city needs sb:eets and sewer·s . In 
meeting this need the proble . f aced with is the lack of 
s pace to build these areas on. It has been prov en tha t the 
lack of space for recree.tion exists in thE. N·orth End . If 
those houses tha t have seen their dc;.y and are so dila:pida.ted 
that tb.ey are unfit t o live in were thrown down and me de 
room for the more h ealthful needs , then \voul d there be iS 
great contribution made toward th e health of the nati cn ! n 
gene r&l . 
The faul t lies not with the comrruni t y or the _1:eople in II 
'I it , but vdth the hec:lth der;artment and the city s.uthorities . 
It is their duty to see that the J060JOle in t heir city are I 
II 
I' I 
i 
well taken of. The figures in the previous char.ter show 
that the city ot.;ned and o:perrted recreation fc: c ili ties onl y 
sur ply the reople in the North End with 9.40 acres f or J:; laJy 
and recre~tion; ye t t h e hec:.l t h au.thc:ri ties say that at lec:.. st 
thi rty tw~.• ~Jer es of this district should be given to it. 
Thi s thirty two acres is five p ercent of the 640 ac r es 
which compile s the '.-!hole of the North End Di strict . Other 
recreation ar eas o:r.er&ted by :privc. te supervis ion amounts to 
6 . 44 acr e s which is more than half of the city ' s. The e is 
a_ g r e &t n eed f or further stuciy in thi s problem. The peoJ;le 
are h ere; what arc ,,Je going to be Eble to do for them~ 
They c annot be l et down.. They are the citizens of tomorrovJ. 
Unless there is available spa ce for them to go to in 
ti n:.e of leisure-time activity, VJe cannot expect our citizens 
of tomorrow to be heal thy in the resJl sense of the \vord as 
heretofore de s cribed. They must be trained ment~lly , 
hysically and morElly. Only then c~m we expe c t the good 
heaol thy indiVidual. 
There are in the north End many and va,ri ed act ivi t ies 
from which t o choos e ; but they are not enough to meet the 
number of people who live here. Ther efore, the r ecreation 
centers have to divide the t ime and ~tet i vi ties to rr;eet the 
needs of a certain f ev1 ; they c&nnot be expected to perform 
miracles . I t is impo ssible to s &tisfy and accomodate 20,000 
people with less than sixteen acre s of space allotted f o r it 
I 
space ! II 
---r-
Again , ther e is a very great ne ed for space, more 
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Among other needs there is one of vital importcnce, a nd 
that is the need f or leadership. Assuming that there were 
enough recreation centers for the number of :people in the 
di strict, who is going to supervise the activities? That is 
another question . Every corr~nity needs trained ~ersons to 
lead in recreation just as much as it needs persons tra ined 
i n education. Satisfying recreation, whether fo r the indi-
vidual or fo r the comrrunity, invo l ves caref ul p l anning. 
Boston needs unific ati on and co - ordination in the ad-
ministration of its recreation; it n e eds an enlarged pern~­
nent staff of trained e.xrerienced leaders giving f u 1 t ime 
to recreation and a sufficient part-time personnel; it n e eds 
to corr ela.te the ,,rork of its public and private agencies . 
Reores.tion i s j necessa.ry "'· to- hea ltl:;t . This is met onl y through 
recreation service, by which i s meant leadership primari l y. 
~~ile the city ' s eleven municipal buildings were not 
erected as recreation centers, they are suited to t hat 
purpose. They contain gymne,siums, he,lls, showers and meeting 
rooms. Other uses of the f &.ci li ties are by permi t s obtai ned 
on the payment of rentals to t~e department of public 
buildings which is in charge. 
Hi ghly skilled leaders, budget, correlation, diversified! 
program, and plenty o:f spa ce are arr.ong the desired fund c:.men-
tels. They e,re based on what is desirable t o provide co-
ordinated and well rounded recreation in Boston. There is 
also need for a study of conm:unity recr ec.ti on needs , tha.t is 
to ss.y e city wide recr ec:tion service , co-operc:tion of al l 
e.gencies . .P...nothe reco:rnrrendc:ti en would be organization of 
street :play activities as so many children r-le.y in the street 
of tlJ.e north End due to lac k of play space. There shculd 
also be more co-operc:.tiv e recreation \vi th the churches, use 
of vacant lots , the agenci es , etc •• 
The orge.nization of e" recreation board would be edvisabl 
so th&-t resources of the community could. be .J OOled and 
utilized to t he best c.dv&nte::ge . This would he l stoJ. dUJ-li-
c&tion of serv ice in the different centers. J....l s o :personnel 
could be more r eedi l y deployed · so as to giv e :rnaxinl service 
under one command.. There should be El. conJ:ined use of the 
gyr.onasiums to solve the indoor athletic fc:,cili t ies question . 
co - operative planningl J?reed.om of develor:ment , no hindrc. l ee • 
.P...ll l a r ger r ·laygrounds and playfields should. be turfed . 
On sma.ller arec..s where int ens i ve use forbids the v. s e of grass 
playing surface, borders of grc,·.ss and shrubbery c..nd trees are 
reconm~ended . Att rc-.ctive landscaping not only increase s s.tten-
d ance, but it makes the pr oblem of discipli ne tv-rice &.s ec. . sy .. I 
k i nned dic-..monds c:.re desi :te>.bl e eond fe&sible fo r the 
major· baseba.ll gemes. Dirt :ple.ying surfaces should be trea.ted 
two o th e e times Et sea.son ivi th cc:,l c i um chloride. It would 
be nice if fl ood lights coulG. be financed to al l o f or night 
u e of t e parks . 
It is im:Portc.. "t for those in r cree.tion to knoH orgc:ni-
zation, possess exrerience, personali t y and tra i ning :pre~ara-
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tion . Health autho:ri ties cc:n assist in :promoting hee.l thful 
liv i ng by mcJking services readily e.v£=-ile.ble to B.ll of the 
porulaticn in the conrrilUni ty. They can te.ke advc:.ntage of t h e 
cormr,uni ty groups that spring t1p in and around housing ·:- J. 
-f 
pro jects to stimulate imnmnization , to promote good nutrition 
and to so\v the seed of persona l hygiene . 
Our stBndctrd of living, the conditions under which 
peo:;;:-le liv e and work, the fo od they eat , e.ll affect hec: . l th. 
Health is everybody ' s business! It is the particularly the 
· business of the consumers, the patients , the people who must 
demand the best for themselves End for those dependent u1:;on 
them. 
The people of America are the strength and resource of 
our n a tional existence . Therefore, let us build a strong 
country in the best way we kno\v through the recreation cen-
ters. 
wnat does the future of the North End hold? Federal 
1 housing :projects are impossi"ble because the l a nd is too 
' J expensive. Private ownership is another imp6ssibili ty be-
l cause the rents must be kept low . Widen the streets? vvnere 
will the p eople go? It is hard t o tell . 
In conclusion the viTiter wi shes to add t hat as this 
page was in progress another progress took :pla.ce of greo.t 
importance in the North End, the breaking ground of another 
recrea,tion youth center under the direction of His Excellency ' 
Richa.rd J. Cushing , Archbishop of Boston . We ARE progressingJ:I 
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in size, ~iust large enough for one base'bHll field. Consider-
ing the.t the plc;;.y sp&.ce in the North End which is sixteen 
acres &pr:.ro.:xirr,.c.tely, !rust accomodt,te 20,000 peor l e , (the 
r ·resent population) how ce.n 4,000 people :pley on this one 
pc:.rk . That seen·:.s what the public expects from t h ef i gures 
quoted. It sounds fc;:ntastic, but it is T!l.OSt certainly true; 
yes , truer than fiction! 
L 
There is no escaping the fEet that wi th the figures 
given in this study, the North End of Bosten is the most 
congested area. in e:xi stence today. 
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